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In the past fifteen years or so banking and other financial service markets have
moved from relatively stable environments in which various types of institutions
operated in regimented markets protected by high regulatory barriers to more fluid
environments in which market barriers are less restrictive and thus promote greater
competition. The basic change in the nature of banking systems was encouraged
i n many cases by national deregulatory initiatives. Closely related to these
developments is the question whether supervisory and regulatory authority should
be exercised by the central bank or lodged in separate institution and if so, where
the dividing line should be drawn. It is often argued that the institutional structure
of the regulatory, supervisory and monetary authority should be such that it promotes
a safe, sound and stable financial system and also the development of dynamic markets.
It is also argued that building Chinese walls between supervisory and regulatory
authorities will rule out any possibility of taking the advantage of potential synergies
by having them together. The US financial history provides little evidence to suggest
that the existence of multitude of regulatory agencies has served to enhance the safety
and soundness of the US financial system. Further, available literature on central
banks in Europe and East Asia reveals that while the competitive environment for
financial services has been at the centre of reform, the national reform effort would
not coalesce around any single model in the sphere of supervision. Previous studies
have often overlooked fundamental differences in the national roles assigned to central
banks and have instead focussed on differences in more visible elements of regulations
such as reserve requirements and interest rate regulations. A survey and restatement
of the supervisory responsibilities of various central banks as they obtain would help
in juxtapositioning the supervisory framework of RBI with those in other countries
which may thus help in suggesting a probable model supervisory machinery. The
analysis of central bank supervision perforce involves examination of relative financial
systems and the banking structure - not to forget the role of political regimes.
Against the above background, an attempt is made to examine the existing
banking supervisory systems in Germany, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea and
Malaysia and to analyse as to whether
there i s any functional link between deregulatory initiatives of the national
Government in financial sector and the increased autonomy of central banks
with supervisory authority;
(b) supervision and regulation are inseparable from the point of view of ensuring
stable payment systems;
(c) regulation of entry to foreign banks and financial institutions should be a part
of supervisory and regulatory mechanism and if so, on reciprocity basis or
left to the market barriers;
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(d) the degree of central bank independence has any link with the quality of bank
supervision and the health of the financial system;
(e) the scope of permissible financial activities can be extended to large scale
exposures, off-balance sheet items, etc.

The structure of this study i s as follows
The first section provides a summarised review of the evolution of Central bank's
role, more particularly its role in the sphere of regulation and supervision of banks
and other financial institutions and a brief explanation of various supervisory and
regulatory concepts' as a background for the rest of the discussion specifically on
issues relating to (a) the structure of the Central bank and its relationship with
the Government, (b) monetary policy independence in practice, (c) supervisory
practices in vogue, (d) bankruptcy procedures, if any. The second section covers
theoretical and practical arguments both for and against a Central bank having
supervisory function with it. The third section is an extension of first section which
describes the evolution of banking supervisory systems a n d the Central bank
Germany, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea and
functioning in five countries,,.&I
Malaysia. The purpose is to highlight the differences in regard to supervisory
systems and prac'tices in these countries. Conclusions and observations are made in
the last section.

SECTION I
I.

Evolving role of supervisors

Generally speaking, the role of banking supervision is to develop procedures
to monitor financial fragility and vulnerability to shocks, identify exposures to moral
hazards and formulate standards for evaluating the appropriateness of particular
levels of exposure. A general survey of supervisory systems as they evolved in various
countries would reveal, among other things, that adopting uniform prudential
regulations and bank supervision to the new liberal systems created b y financial
reforms is difficult because many years of regulation provided n o guidance on how
a particular financial system would function in a more liberalised environment. In
many countries such as the Philippines, Argentina, Malaysia, and South Korea, the
main supervisory problem was the lack of an appropriate supervisory mechanism
and the scant use of the one available rather than the lack of regulations and supervisory
power which were quite comprehensive even before the banking crises took place
in those countries. Of course, some central banks lacked the supervisory structure
to cope with a financial system that was growing fast and was experiencing a
dramatic increase in its freedom of action. Many of them began to work on supervisory
mechanism well after the banking crises had begun.
Banking supervisors are n o w more concerned with : (a) the implications of the
changes taking place in the financial system from the point of view of the ability of

large commercial banks to play their traditional role in credit intermediation and,
in particular, to serve a s sources of liquidity in times of financial market stress, and
(b) the impact of blurring of distinctions between banks and other financial
institutions that operate outside traditional banking system. Both lead to questions
about the scope of €he central bank's role in providing the ultimate or continued
support to the financial system and the infer-relationship between that role and
prudential supervision. In the iontext of the much recommended financial sector
reforms, in particular banking reforms, it is necessary to examine whether supervisory
policies fashioned around traditional banking activities continue to be appropriate.
A notable feature of many of the recent innovations in financial markets (swaps,
options, NIFR, securitisation, etc.) has been their active promotion by financial
intermediaries other than banks. It has been observed that global market integration
and the increased flow of savings through institutionally managed funds are
combining t o lessen the importance of banks a s a channel for direct credit
intermediation with prime borrowers. Some corporate borrowers have become
more sophisticated and developed in-house banks. With the supposed removal of
restrictions on the term-lending institutions in financing short-term working capital
needs, notwithstanding possible liquidity mismatch problems, perhaps many banks
will find that they are unable to retain prime corporate business accounts except of
most operational kind such as transmission services. Those banks which have to
succeed in retaining the higher quality customers will require special qualities of
innovation and quick response to their customers' needs. It may be difficult for many
banks to operate across the full range of business since the culture and management
skills required for quick footage trading operations will be quite different from the
requirements of traditional credit-oriented banking operations. A shift in comparative
advantage from technological developments, institutionalisatiori of savings
nonbank institutions has compelled the banks to innovate not only new products but
also explore new segments of the financial markets.
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As banking competition increases with internationalisation and the traditional
lines of business demarcation become blurred, bank regulation has to evolve towards
regulation over the whole range of financial services across-the-board. It is here
that the concept of intearated/consolidated supervision is gaining ground worldwide
which refers to a system of central bank supervision over not only deposittaking banks but also merchant banks and other financial institutions (engaged in
the provision of finance) which at times includes insurance industry too. Though
i t is difficult to define how different regulators with responsibilities for part of such
a conglomerate can best co-ordinate their activities with other regulators within and
across national boundaries, the lead supervisory authority in most of the cases i s the
central bank.

Consolidated supervision is also a method whereby a central bank of the originating
bank or parent bank assumes responsibility for supervising the overseas bank
branches. Foreign bank branches may be mere branch offices or registered holding

companies with a separate capital but the overall responsibility to supervise those
branches will be with the central bank of the country in which the parent bank/s
are registered. It may be mentioned that of the Group of Ten, the Bank of England
is now in the forefront of this argument besetted as it was with the problem of
supervising BCCI - a bank that went bust in the'recent past with its attendant worldwide financial ramifications. The proponents of this system argue that such a method
affords, besides better implementation of tight-money stance of the monetary policy,
quick diagnosis of the impending risk-contagion and thereby averts systemic-risk.
The opponents of this line of logic, however, argue that central banks assuming the
role of "lender of last resort" will be confronted with the choice between monetary
discipline and their obligation to ensure liquidity of the system if and when banking
crisis occurs. By and large, countries in which the financial system is in its nascent
stage have tended towards opting for consolidated supervision as opposed to those
countries with well developed and complex financial systems acquiring the fashionable
self-regulation stage - a stage beyond multiple supervision.
As to the theory that separation of monetary supervision from prudential
supervision would pose avoidable co-ordination problems, suffice it to say that what
matters most is the form of supervision rather than formation of fire-walls either within
the central bank or between the central bank and a separate supervisory agency and
most possible conflicts could be avoided by finer statutory provisions specifying the
ultimate authority over the financial system and accountability to the public.
Supervisory systems and examination methods

I

'The responsibility of Central bank is to ensure that the financial system is r u n
efficiently. The control of the financial system manifests in two kinds of supervisions
(1) Monetary Supervision and (2) Prudential Supervision. While monetary
.viz
supervision refers to the freedom of a central bank to fix and monitor various reserve
and capital ratios, the prudential supervision refers to adop.tion of various methods
to ensure that the deposit taking and lending policies of financial intermediaries are
not inimical to the interests of depositors and to the health of the financial system.
Further, the enforcement issues are also categorized into (a) preventive regulation
and (b) protective regulation. Under the f o m e r heading, there are a number of
specific policy areas to be considered, notably market entry controls, capital adequacy
rules, liquidity controls, constraints on permissible business activities and limitations
on loan concentrations or large exposures. The protective regulation is aimed a t
handling the situation in the event of bank failures through deposit insurance system
and the effective use of "lender of the last resort" arm.
1. Monetary supervision
Banking institutions are frequently required to maintain minimum reserves
with the central bank. Such reserve requirements and the authority to change them
are provided for expressly in most of the central bank regimes. The levels at which
the so called legal minimum reserves are to be maintained by the banks a n d
in some cases also by NBFIs a r e fixed by s t a t u t e or a r e t h e r e s u l t of a n
agreement between the central bank and the banking institutions concerned
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(Guatemala, New Zealand). Where the monetary authorities are free to fix the minimum
level of reserves within a statutory range, the actual level of reserves is determined
from time to time by the central bank in conformity with the applicable provisions
of the central bank law (India). There were also instances (Argentina prior to 1980)
in which banks were made to follow 100 per cent reserve system whereby banks used
to accept deposits from the public for the creait of central bank account. One of the
legal consequences of non-compliance by banking institutions with minimum reserve
requirements (MRR) may be the imposition of penalties in the form of penal rate of
interest charged on borrowings from the central bank or prohibition of the banking
institutions from granting new loans or making fresh investments or precluding them
from distribution of profits or from receiving fresh deposits (for example : Section
42(3-A) of the RBI Act 1934 in India). In some cases (South Korea, West Germany),
the central bank or the superintendent of banks may request the competent judicial
authority to liquidate a bank which persistently fails to meet MRR.
The primary purpose of provisions that enable monetary authority to vary MRR
is to influence the volume of credit by contracting or expanding the cash basis of
credit a t the disposal of banking institutions - thereby making an effort to control
inflation. In addition, an increase in the MRR is considered to be a means of reinforcing
the efficacy of discount rate as an instrument of credit control. In several countries,
reserve requirements may consist, in part, of securities which have in fact become
increasingly a vehicle for financing of Government deficits. Further, minimum reserves
maintained with central banks (usually free of interest) may furnish the basis for inter
- bank clearing operations of the central banks (Sri Lanka & Australia) and serve
as a standard for any finding that there are reserve deficiencies or excess reserves
in the banking system.
2. Supervision of entry or licensing

In several countries, a special permit is required in order to carry on banking
business. The authority to licence banking establishment may be vested in the.
central bank or the Minister of Finance or in some cases the related state authorities
also. Where the authority to licence is vested with the exec'utive power, prior
consultation with the central bank is usually required. A power, to issue licence may
be accompanied by the corresponding power to cancel an existing licence if a banking
institution fails to comply with banking standards.

3 Supervision and examination
Supervision refers to the oversight of banking (system) organisationsand their activities
to ensure that they operate in a safe, sound and law-abiding manner. Central banks are
frequently entrusted with the function of continuous supervision and periodical examination
of all banking institutions of the country in which they function. To this end, special departments
of bank supervision are set up in several central banks under several regimes. The scope
of the inspecting power of the Agency charged with bank supervision is frequently defined
very broadly and it usually covers the right to inspect the books and accounts of banking
institutions, and to examine all documents, papers or records which enable the examiner
to ascertain the true condition of the institution being examined and
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the authority to ask the directors~orother officers of the bank inspected to furnish
such documents, information/explanation relating to the nature of any transaction
as the agency may deem necessary for proper discharge of its functions. Examination
is a means for supervisors to obtain information, determine whether the banking
laws are being complied with, and evaluate the, banks' condition and performance.
The Agency charged with inspection may be required by Law to furnish reports on
the status of inspected banks to the Government (in India, Section 35(4) of B.R Act,
1949) or a designated minister (Canada). the inspected bank (Australia), or to both
a government agency and the central bank (Sri Lanka).
As long a s banking inspection focuses on the records of the banks, it is probably
more in the nature of an External Audit of the inspected bank. If, however, it includes
an examination of the transactions of a bank, its liquidity position, adequacy of
collateral held in respect of active credit transactions and similar matters, the inspection
may actually take on the character of a Supervision of the policy decisions of banks
by an outside agency.
4. Reasons for supervision and examination
(a) Inspection for convertibility
Banks may have been singled out for field examinations in the early days of
banking because they were the suppliers of the nation's money supply - bank notes.
State and Federal laws generally required banks to hold marketable assets such as
bonds, treasury bills equal to at least a specified portion of the notes issued to ensure
'the banks' ability to convert notes into other assets and physical checks by Government
agencies were therefore considered necessary to ascertain compliance of the laid-down
rules with regard to maintenance of reserves. Since it is only the central bank which
now issues currency, inspection for convertibility is no longer an issue.

(b) Safeguarding the financial system
Since banking and financial institutions are the kingpins of the national economy
in modern times, soundness of the banking system is of paramount importance to
the development of whole economy. The examination and supervision of banks also
serves the purpose of safeguarding the business and the public in general, protecting
the share holders, assisting the directors and guiding the management and officers
of the bank.
( c ) Safeguarding depositors' interest

Before Deposit Insurance came into being, a major reason for supervision of banks
was to protect depositors. A bank failure could result in the loss of depositors' funds,
in the failure of other banks and in financial distress caused by multiple contraction
of the money supply. Where deposit insurance is not hundred percent, the same reasons
still hold water for supervision. Even where deposit insurance is in vogue either
for full or partial amounts, it is the deposit-insurance agencies and the taxpayers that

have reasons to be concerned about bank safety because they bear the cost of bank
failures. Where a central bank is the lender of last resort, it has an interest in bank
supervision particularly viewing its concern as it may from the angle of avoiding
both contagious risk and systemic-risk i.e. to safeguard against the possibility of failure
of one bank resulting in loss of confidence ,in others with resultant externalities.

(d) Means for enforcing banking laws
Another reason for bank supervision is to provide a means of enforcing certain
laws such as those relating to minimum reserve ratio, interest rate, capital adequacy,
provisioning, etc.
(e) Ascertaining market value of the assets
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Another reason for on-site examination is that the principal assets in which banks
invest - loans to companies and individuals - don't have readily ascertainable market
value. Therefore, examination of the documents may be necessary to determine the
quality of 'these assets.
5. Usefulness of supervision

Two general questions can be raised about field examinations : First, are they
useful supervisory tools and second, are they the most cost-effective approach
available? Further, a bank failure leads invariably to a n outcry and criticism by the
public on the supervisory authorities f o r having failed to discharge their
responsibilities. Certain questions such as whether the supervisory authorities knew
of the problems in the financial institution before its collapse and, if so, whether prompt
measures had been taken by the central bank to rescue the financial institutions
involved etc. are bound to be raised. It is not easy to answer these questions. The
usefulness of bank examination can be evaluated probably from four perspectives:
the usefulness of examiners' identification of sub-standard loans for predicting loan
losses; the comparative abilities of statistical models being used by different central
banks and of examiners in predicting bank failures; the examiners' record in uncovering
frauds and in discovering and dealing with excessive risk taking. Though evaluation
of loan portfolio and their classification itself does not prevent failures, this helps
bankers see early warnings about the financial conditions of their banks.
6. Early warning indicators

The question also arises as to whether a central bank, using available information
could have detected that a crisis was imminent. A way to answer this question is
to construct some indicators and test their power in predicting the crisis. This was
done in two papers on the Argentina crisis (1980). The first paper by ~ u e n a~s e l d r n a n
(1980) presents a set of six indicators based on the Financial Statements (balancesheet and profit and loss statements) of banks. These are : (1) liquid assets to
deposits; (2) capital reserves + undistributed profit to risk bedring assets; (3)problem
loans to total loans; (4) risk bearing assets to income earning assets; (5)total operating

cost to total operating income; and (6) net income from exchange operations to total
net income. The study shows that these indicators would have provided early warning
about the problems of problem-banks. However, the Central Bank of Argentina began
to compute and use such indicators systematically only during the crisis even though
the necessary data had been available for a long time. The second paper by Arnaudo
and Conejaro (1985) also concluded that individual bank failures could have been
predicted. Relying only on published data, the authors considered several indicators
to analyse the behaviour of four major banks that collapsed in March-April 1980;
several indicators were discussed including "unit defensive position" [which is
defined as loans/deposits (1 - legal reserve requirements) and interpreted as a n
indicator of bank capitalisation]; growth of deposits in relation to interest rate premium
paid, cost per unit of deposits, share of foreign exchange operations, etc. Of these,
the first three were effective in warning the impending collapse. These two studies
suggest that some indicators could have predicted the onset of the crisis. Other
information regularly received by the central bank such as bank reserve positions
could also have provided additional warning about the weak financial position of
individual banks.

7. Fraud and malfeasance
Fraud is the principal contributor to bank failures. A study of 105 banks and
savings and loan societies' failures between January 1980 and June 1983 by the US
House Representative Sub-committee on Commerce and the Monetary Affairs found
that criminal activity by insiders was a major contributing factor in roughly one-half
of the. bank failures and one- quarter of the savings and loan societies failures, at
a cost of $ 1 billion to the insurance funds. Some factors that keep the examiners
from detecting frauds are : (1) inadequate training for examiners inwhite collar crime;
(2) revision in the examination process that de-emphasized audit for fraud; (3) .the
failure of examiners to pursue paper trails of questionable loan transactions outside
the institution; (4) time pressure and manpower cutbacks on examination staff; and
(5) the high turnover rate among experienced examiners in several of the agencies
and the technological gaps between the supervisory agency and the supervised firms
at least in so far as electronic banking and book-keeping methods. are concerned.
Most of the frauds that take place in banks haire something to dowith moral integrity,
quality of management, etc. and the bank supervision can't take the place of good
management. Banking supervisors should no doubt refrain from operating in a
mechanical manner and should probe for indications of potential problems by looking
beyond the balance sheets.

/

8. Central bank relations with Government

There are divergent views on the need for accountability and independence
of a Central bank and particularly on how these important issues should govern
the formal relationship between the Central bank and the Government. Various
countries have responded to these problems in various ways. Historical factors and
traditions, political ideology, the economic structure of a country and even personalities
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involved have entered into the. process of determining Government Central bank.
relations. .As a result, the formal status of the Central bankvaries in great deal from
country to country and this. is reflected sometimes in the legal provisions governing
this status. Though a Central bank's independence is not merely a matter of the
legal status of the bank, some major legal aspects of the relationship between the
Central bank and the Government that need to be mentioned are (1) ownership;
(2) distribution of profits; (3) appointment to Board of Directors; (4) Central bank
as financial adviser to the Government; (5) Central bank as fiscal agent and banker
to the Government including legal status of deficit financing; (6) Central bank and
Government directives; and (7) differences of opinion between Central bank and . .
Government. Basically, two factors govern the basis of the legal relationship between
a Central bank and Government particularlywith the treasury and planning agencies.
The first factor is the question of accountability. No public institution such as a
Central bank whose action has such a n important and pervasive influence can operate
without accountability to the general public. In the parliamentary system of India
and other countries, all public institutions and agencies are ultimately accountable
to the Governmentwhich consists of the elected representatives of the people in power.
The other factor is one of checks and balances; the power of money creation which
is entrusted to a Central 'bank is so potent that it would be wise for the institution
to be insulated from partisan political pressures. Therefore, while a Central bank
is accountable to the Government i t should be given sufficient independence, especially
from the authority of the Treasury which is responsible for finding the ways to pay
for the government expenditure. A Central bank should thus be independent within
the government, if not, of the Government. The pursuit of monetary policy by Central
bank usually impinges upon the targets of other areas of public policy especially fiscal
policy which is the domain of the Government and development policy which is the
responsibility of tbe planning agencies. The need for close coordination between a
Central bank and the Treasury is of special significance since their actions have more.
immediate and direct impact on an economy than development policies which take
time to have their impact felt. While a Central bank is responsible for maintaining
monetary stability, in practice i t has no full or absolute control over money and liquidity
creation. During the period of monetary restriction, for example, the impact of Central
bank action can be neutralised if the Treasury were to begin to issue short-term debt
(such as Treasury bills) and increase its spending. The co-ordination is therefore
essential to ensure that monetary and fiscal policies don't operate in opposite directions.
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9. Independence of Central banks

There are some important representative studies on the relationship (1)between
Central bank independence and price stability (parkin; 1986);(2) between the Central
banks and the Governments based on legislated purpose; ownership, appointments
to Boards, Government borrowing from/of the Central Bank [ Fair (1979) and Skanland
(1984), Masciandaro and Tabellini (1988)l.The above studies reveal several common
themes (1) The Central banks of Germany, Switzerland and the USA are regarded
as the most independent at least in the formal sense; (2) the inflation rate represents
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an element of the relationship between Central bank independence and the Government
deficit; (3) there appears to be a statistical relationship between Central bank
independence and the size and predictability of Government deficits aswell a s inflation
rates. The findings of 'these studies are, however, subject to a number of limitations
that weaken their overall implications for any given country. As has been mentioned
in the preceding paragraphs, the emphasis o n ,form rather than substance in the
Central bank independence is a misguided policy prescription for there are many
differences among various countries that could account for differences i n
macroeconomic performance of different countries. Differences among countries
regarding financial regulation, saving rates, exchange rate regimes and susceptibility
to the major oil price shocks of 1973 type, and even political stability do play their
own role in the overall outcome &, the price stability and therefore precisely for
these reasons, that no attempt is made in-this study to venture into indicating the
suitable type for our own.
a
.

10. Capital and Basle accord

International banks in the 1980s faced.severa1 challenges due to significant
loan exposures to heavily indebted developing countries experiencing debt-servicing
difficulties. The result was a setback to their profitability and accumulated capital,
exposing Governments to greater risks due to existence of official safety nets for banks.
Differences among major developed countries in the area of specification of capital
requirements created competitive inequalities among internationally active banks.
Against this background, the Basle Committee consisting of the Group of Ten Countries
on Banking Supervision in 1986 proposed an initial plan to link common minimum
capital requirements for international banks to their credit risk exposures, including
both on and off-balance sheet exposures.
The Basle Committee was thus in the forefront of endeavours to promote
convergence of international capital standards. The efforts culminated in the release
in mid 1988 of an agreed framework known popularly as Basle Capital Accord (Basle
concord) which is based on the concept of weighted assets according to their perceived
level of credit risk - categorised into five risk weights of 0%, lo%, 20%, 50% and 100%
- and relates capital requirements to the risk-adjusted assets. The Basle Committee
is now examining possible approaches to frame rules relating to assessment of "interest
rate" risk and "investment" risk on securities so as to extend the application of capital
adequacy guidelines to cover market risks as well.
The Committee had set the minimum standard of 8 per cent (of which the core
capital element will be at least 4 per cent), which was to' be achieved by end1992, with an interim target of 7.25 per cent which was to be achieved by end1990. As the capital adequacy is recognised as an important element in the kpervisory
process, Bank Supervisors world-wide are making efforts towards achievement of
defined capital standards. In March 1987, the United States and the UK reached
agreement on the common definition of capital adequacy and in June 1987, Japan
joined them. The consensus was subsequently broadened to include the rest of the

Group of Ten countries; implementation of the accord through legislative changes
is now complete within this Group. Other countries to implement the accord include
Australia, Denmark, Finland, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Malaysia,
Morocco, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Thailand and
Turkey. Greece, Luxembourg are in the process of implementing the directive on
bank capital adequacy. India has also gone in for implementation of Basle Committee
capital adequacy guidelines in a phased manner. Capital adequacy ratios for some
of the nations are indicated below :
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CapitallAsset ratios for selected Industrial
Countries as at the end of 1990*

(In percent)
Name of the country

Commercial
Banks

Large commercial.
Banks

USA
Japan
Germany
France
Italy

U.K.
Canada
Netherlands
Sweden
Switzerland
Belgium
Luxembourg

* Source : World Economic and Financial Surveys :
IMF, Sept. 1992.
There are handful of nations notably Korea who argue that capital injections
are not that necessary for public sector banks with sovereign guarantees, as they are
for private sector banks - at least in the immediate future. Howeverithe definition
of capital does vary from country to country. Under a clause included i n the accord,
Japanese banks alone can count 45 per cent of their hidden reserves (principally
unrealised gains on shareholdings) towards tier two capital.
There have also been differences of opinion over the types of financial instrument
that banks can count towards capital. The definition of tier one capital was extended
at the outset to include certain types of preference shares, a concession to US banks
which had been heavy issuers of such paper. Preference stock has since become a
main-stay of bank financing in many financial centres. Legal restrictions, however,
prevent banks in France, Spain and Japan from issuing such shares. Banks from

the first two countries at least have got around the problem by issuing stock through
subsidiaries.located abroad which has drawn protests from UK and US institutions.
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Under the accord, a bank's assets are weighted according to riskiness. Thus,
if a bank makes a loan to an OECD government - normally by buying government
bonds - it need carry no capital in respect of that loan, since these loans are not seen
as risky. If, on the other hand, it makes a commercial loan, then it must have capital
equal to 8 per cent of the value of that loan. When lending to other banks, the bank
need have only a fifth of the capital required for a commercial loan.
The implementation of these weightings has had a significant effect on banks'
behaviour. US banks, for example, have been using more of their resources to buy
government bonds and have cut back on corporate lending. Critics of the accord, such
as Mr Richard Breeden, the Chairman of the US Securities and Exchange Commission,
complain it has distorted the US economy, by stifling the willingness of banks to lend
, t o business. Some bankers have also complained that the weightings make n o
distinction between a loan to a blue-chip company and one to a vulnerable small
business.
11. Loan concentrations
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In many recent failures notably Johnson Matthey Bankers in the U.K.and Schroder
Munchmeyer Hengst (SMH) in West Germany, excessive loan concentrations to one
or two lenders has been a decisive factor. Back home in India, the failure of Bank
of Karad and Metropolitan Co-operative Banks Ltd. was largely possible besides fraud
and malfeasance due to excessive (loan?) concentration to one or two customers. The
thinking behind prescribing limits on such lendings was considered on a "worst case
basis" i.e. on the assumption that the counterparty fails. The problem of large exposures
involves the adequacy or otherwise of internal controls and accurate reporting of
exposures to supervisory authorities and is thus closely related to enforcement issue.

SECTION I1
HNINGOFF SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS FROM CENTRAL BANK

OR
SINGLE VS MULTIPLE REGULATORS

There is a fresh revival in the debate as to whether the Central banking functions
and the supervisory and regulatory functions should be combined in one institution
such as the Central bank or the monetary authority or whether they should be delegated
to separate supervisory agencies. There are arguments both for and against a central
bank having the primary responsibility for supervision. While making an attempt
to answer these seemingly simple questions, one should also not forget that a modern
economy needs a broad range of financial institutions and markets and thus the
qu'estion as to which institution should regulate, and supervise these segments is itself
a complex one.

-

-
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Let us now seek to ask what role d o regulation and supervision play ? Bank
regulation and super'vision play four important roles:
1.

to ensure that banks comply with monetary policy measures' and don't
circumvent or even worse, ignore them;

2.

to promote the soundness of banks to protect depositors and also creditors;

3.

to encourage economic efficiency in financial intermediation;

4.

.

to realise social concerns of the government;

1Monetary supervision: Monetary policy encompasses the issuance of currency
and the control of the monetary aggregates. Because liquid liabilities of depository
institutions serve a s money, the control over the aggregate amount of such mdnetary
liabilities is' a core element of monetary policy. Given the institutional structure
of modern banking systems, this implies the need for control over reserve
requirements and the total amount of reserves in existence. Together with deposit
rates, they constitute the main "manipulators" of the monetary policy implementation.
It is typically the Central bank that enforces these reserves rules. This line of reasoning
still does not answer the question as to why not a Central bank stipulate the rates
for reserve requirement and deposit rates only, leaving the supervision of these rules
to another agency? There are some strong arguments that the central bank should
not use monetary policy for direct credit allocations. But the fact is that, in many
developing nations and in some developed nations too, it is difficult to see monetary
policy announcements in complete isolation of credit policy, more often than not on
the ground that Central banks are required to provide credit on favourable terms to
sectors of the economy that either have special problems or deemed to have special
potential, and credit allocation involves interest rate subsidies to motivate the bankers
.to venture into unwilling areas.

As is known, the reserve requirement ratio is one of the most powerful instruments
that the Central bank can use to control monetary and credit aggregates. Since the
conditions for direct open market operations are insufficient in developing countries,
the changes of the monetary base are also achieved through the Central bank's lending
actions. The credit policy remains the dominant one in the apparatus of Central
banks and it is only logical that Central banks will try to use this weapon for the
desired purpose by resorting to close scrutiny of the clients and this is often done
by on-site examination. Policing to secure compliance involves imposition of penalties
o n defaulters - either in maintaining the required reserves or granting/ diverting the
credit to / from the specified sectors, and interest rate violations. As i t is, the
effectiveness of monetary policy is undermined by various 'lags' involved in the process
of its implementation. If follow-up of credit/monetary policy is entrusted to a separate
agency, it will surely add to the delay in initiating necessary corrective measures.
Policing thus becomes an inalienable duty of the Central bank and this duty when
subrogated to another agency will render the credit instrument weak. Therefore, the
Central bank should also have the inspection/examination instrument in its arsenal.

2. Prudential supervision: prudential supervisory rules are the rules involved with

the safety, soundness and stability of supervised institutions. The basic purpose of
these rules is to make sure that institutions are strong enough to carry out their functions
in the economy, while rbmaining solvent and adequately liquid. In addition to price
stability over the long run and lender of last redort services to the financial system,
central banks have assumed varying degrees of responsibilities for financial regulation
and suvervision. The latter function can't be accomplished without the type of
information that comes from close regulatory oversight. The fact that most of the
surveyed central banks are involved in supervision, even if only minor as in Japan
and New Zealand , appears to reflect the need to be atleast broadly aware of the
prudential consequences of monetary policy plus the need to be forewarned i n the
case of a call on the central bank's last resort facilities and to co-ordinate .with
supervisors when such a call is actually made. Given that substantial prudential
involvement is normal, the implication may be that central banks consider it important
to be able to assess the impact of monetary policy on different institutions. Another
reason for close central bank's involvement may be the fact that there are close linkages
between specific instruments of prudential supervision - liquidity guidelines,
accounting standards, capital adequacy rules, etc. - and monetary policy.
b

Prudential supervision is enforced by two different kinds of approaches. One
is off-site supervision involving prescription of general rules and regulations and
monitoring the implementation of the same through some information system. These
rules - most of them encompassing the preventive measures - relate to enforcement
of good accounting standards reflecting transparency as to their assets quality and
the depth of their liabilities, provisions for doubtful loans, write -off of credit, entry
into financial markets, concentration of lending, etc.
The second approach is on-site supervision which is done through on-site
examination of the supervised institutions by teams of Inspectors /Examiners from
the supervising authority more or less every year. The inspection reports form the
basis for judgments or orders to those institutions to change their practices if they
are found to be at variance from the laid-down procedures and rules. This is what
is often called follow-up.
Despite these obvious arguments for central bank's role in the financial regulation
process, the real issu;! is to what extent the central bank should set and enforce the
regulatory parameters. Should financial regulation be placed under the control of
the same entity responsible for monetary control or under the control of separate entity
or in some manner be shared between the monetary authority and some other
entity ? Whatever the institutional arrangement, the over-riding principal of
institutional organisation requires an assurance that financial regulation
considerations will not interfere with the basic objectives of monetary authority.
Additionally, a central bank is entitled to have considerable supervisory authority
by the mere fact that it operates very often by lending to those institutions and if
it lends, it wants to have some assurance that it can be repaid and that it is lending

to liquid solvent institution. The more a Central bank operates by lending to banking
and other financial institutions, the more important it is that it has adequate supervisory
authority for so-called prudential reasons a s well as for monetary policy reasons.
Let us now see as to why the Central bank is explicitly concerned with
fostering a sound financial system. Laxity k i t h regard to the soundness of banks
is extremely dangerous because, among other reasons, insolvency is highly contagious.
Poor and irresponsible management is considered as the main reason for bank
insolvency. But a bank's unsoundness is also fostered by in-appropriate regulations
or in-sufficient bank supervision. For instance, imposing high and inadequate
remunerated reserve requirements o r forced lending to priority sectors of the economy
at below market interest rates may seriously debilitate banks. Also, a legal framework
that unduly protects borrowers makes loan recovery difficult. In addition, if banks
are not subject to appropriate disclosure rules, problems cannot be tackled in a timely
fashion. Since bank insolvency may easily become widespread, it can damage the
economy.
Under these circumstances, the financial system's development is seriously
jeopardised a s trust, the most important pillar of its stability erodes. For these
reasons, the regulatory and supervisory system should be responsive, so that the riskcontagion is remedied immediately by saving banks when they become insolvent or
better when they are on the way to insolvency, guarding against the risk of insolvency
of one bank being passed on to others. Remedial action may involve two kinds of
measures. One of them is the rehabilitation of the weak banks and the other is its
liquidation. Rehabilitation is generally preferable to liquidation. The latter provokes
a general distrust about banking institutions and thus impairs the future development
of the financial system. Rehabilitation may be achieved by various means such a s
acceptance of new shareholders, capital appropriations, mergers or acquisitions. But
usually the key factor in a successful bank rehabilitation is a change or at least'
a strengthening of its management. In fact, except in rather infrequent cases in which
bank failures are attributable to macro-economic factors (the oil shock of 1973s and
the exchange rate instability in 1984 in Malaysia) or to extremely poor regulation
[Philippines banking crisis,1981-831, insolvencies are due to mismanagement a n d
frauds. In most countries, Central banks play an important role in bank regulation
and supervision but they are not 'the only regulatory and supervisory authority.
Imagine a situation of banking crisis and insolvency when prudential supervision
is handled by an institution that is separate from the Central bank and there exists
conflict between supervisory and monetary policy concernsfit would be extremely
difficult to handle this kind of situation. It would be preferable to have supervisory
responsibility entrusted to monetary authority. Imagine that a separate supervisory
board thinks and recommends a different rehabilitation method than the one conceived
by the Central bank and both begin to air their different views publicly. Such a situation
where monetary and supervisory authorities fight for their say to rule, not only gives
liise to the rival claims of territoriality but also results i n arguments about the
effectiveness of rescue instruments to be used. There are thus efficiency gains

likely to accrue from placing supervision in the Central bank. Regulatory laxity
is an aspect of regulatory diversity. While a fragmented regulatory system may offer
certain limited advantages by permitting experimentation and diversity in financial
regulation, it is difficult to argue that regulatory diversity promotes stability, soundness
and safety of the financial system. For example; U.S.financial history provides little
evidence to suggest that the existence of multitude of regulatory agencies has served
to enhance the safety and soundness of the US financial system. Competition between
supervisory agencies means somewhat lighter supervision than otherwise would be
the case particularly when various regulators can be played off against each other.
Given that a Central bank will want to have some involvement anyway because of
its traditional lender of last resort function, there may be efficiencies in the use of
information that can be obtained from placing supervision in the Central bank.
3. Payments system function: Systemic risks are in a sense an extension of reputatibnal
risk from individual institutions or groups to the financial system as a whole. A closer
examination of the systemic risks suggests that such risks occur mainly at the payments
system level. Failure of one participant in the payments system triggers a chain reaction
i n non-payment by other participants particularly when the affected parties are unable
to raise liquidity themselves in time to fulfil their own contractual obligations. The
inability of the first rate institutions to meet their obligations creates uncertainty
a n d can lead to panic self-protective measures by depositors such a s a r u n .
Consequently, the Central bank as a lender of last resort has to step in quickly before
problems spread throughout the system. The role of Central bank at this stage is
crucial both for maintaining financial stability and solvency of the system. Under
conditions of uncertainty or crisis, it is extremely difficult to distinguish between
a liquidity need and a solvency need. When bankers come to Central bank for liquidity
help, it is no longer liquidity assistance but a question of solvency. Further, doubts
over the soundness of a particular institution, whether true or unfounded, could
lead to a bank run, inducing flight to quality or in more serious cases of contagion,
a flight to currency. If the contagion is not stopped quickly, nervousness about the
soundness of the banking system.would create capital flight. Central bank's lending
to banks during capital flight only entails immediate loss in foreign exchange reserves
and depreciation of exchange rate. It is this fear of systemic risk that drives Central
bank's intervention in problem-ridden institution. In times of crisis, there are tempting
reasons for the Governments to use Central banks not only a s the lender of last resort
but also as equity provider of last resort to help rescue banks. Central banks are,
after all, institutionally created to act quickly to deal with financial crisis. The
diagnostic stage in crisis resolution is critical to the identification of the problems
and Central bank understanding of the depth and scope of the crisis. De Juan (1985)
calls this "getting out of dark".
The off-site surveillance system s h o u l d b e
complemented by deputing a team of bank inspectors or external auditors for onsite inspection which can move quickly to asses first hand the extent of damage, when
a financial institution begins to display signs of failing. Once the problem is properly
diagnoised, the next stage of damage control is to stop or minimize losses. This

.

involves immediate. change .in the management of the problem institutions if
incompetence or fraud is suspected or atleast placement of competent advisers who
can institute effective internal controls and measures to prevent further losses from
speculation, continued lending to bad borrowers and wasteful expenditure. O n the
part of the Central bank, an effective monitoring system has to be established quickly
to ensure that the losses and financial conditions of the ailing institutions are monitored
and reported constantly. HOWwill all this be possible for a supervisory board (that
is separateafrom Central bank) to co-ordinate with the Central bank as quickly a s
detailed above in times of crisis?
Experience has proved that procrastination in dealing with a crisis would turn
out to be costly. External auditors and examiners have a tendency to sit on a problem .
until it becomes too big to handle. Efficiency and swiftness are the hallmarks of crisis
management. Therefore, it is extremely necessary that diagnostic and damage
control functions are combined in the institution which in any way has lender of
the last resort function assigned to it for prudential reasons and this institution is
naturally the Central bank. The problem of co-ordination will be more pronounced
in such cases where a separate supervisory agency is entrusted with examination alone
leaving the crisis resolution to the Central bank. Differing perceptions will naturally
add to delay which normally results in more losses. All these arguments in favour
of having supervisory functions with the Central bank itself are not theoretical but
time-tested. Commenting on the need to combine supervisory function with monetary
supervision, Dr. C. Rangarajan, the then Deputy Governor and the present Governor,
Reserve Bank of India had rightly observed in his theme paper presented to the fourth
SEANZA Forum of banking supervisors held in Bombay in 1990 "the key role that
the Central bank of a country must play in the supervisory process has been stressed
by many. To confine the Central bank of a country to monetary policy alone and
. to leave the supervisory business to others is hardly appropriate in the kind of financial
world that is emerging. The linkages between monetary policy and financial stabilty
are extremely important and in essence inseparable. At times of crisis, as it happended
at the time of stock market crash in October 1987, all participants looked to the Central
bank of the country to provide liquidity and save the situation. Obviously, the
institution to which everyone turns at times of crisis must necessarily possess the
powers of supervision even in normal times".
The loss allocation process in practice is the most difficult stage of crisis
management because of involvement of numerous interest groups in the process and
depends on the power of individual interest groups. It calls for interpretation
of the existing bank laws and adoption of different techniques for the purpose.
The Central bank with its interactive experience in its capacity as supervisor can more
easily detect the structural flaws in the system which may call for major legal and
institutional reform as part of the crisis management or a s a response to clean up
the systemic risk i .e. ex-post response. Having legal power to act quickly and effectively
under the emergency legislation is important. Keeping the public informed and
winning the confidence of the public when tough action is taken against bank

management and fraud is equally critical. Without financial discipline, b a n k i y crisis
are historical inevitabilities and fostering financial discipline is a core function of
the Central bank. And this function can effectively be undertaken by the Central
bank only when supervisory action is combined with monetary discipline.
4. Clearing systems: Payments system is the dpparatus through which obligations
occurred as a result of economic activities are discharged through transfers of monetary
values. Since the link between economic activities and money occurs via clearing
and settlement process, which is fundamental to the execution of monetary policies,
the central bank has a special interest in over-seeing this process intimately. The
settlement of claims is made not with cash but counter claims on banks. The payment
system is thus used to settle complex and also large value transactions arising from
trading in goods, financial instruments and derivative products. In essence, banks
provide liquidity to 'allow payments process to run smoothly. Central banks 'have
a role in providing liquidity support to commercial banks by providing credit either
. intra-day or at the end of the day to ensure completion of payments on schedule.
Short term day-light loans to banks by the Central bank, if not repaid by the end
of the day become overnight loans. Thus, a direct connection exists between Central
bank's decision to provide day-light credit and the management of its discount or
Lombard (in the case of West Germany) facility. The celebrated case of the failure
of Bank Herstatt in 1975, for example (which incidentally is a causative factor for
G-10 Central banks coming together and the Basle accord ultimately) illustrates how
fast one institution's inability to discharge its payment obligations can seriously
affect the position of other participants and threaten the viability of the entire process.
Besides its concern for efficient payments system, the Central bank has, therefore,
special reason to watch large value payments - large and excess in relation to the
known liquidity of either a single participant or the system itself and detect the
possibility of some banks being used for laundering or creation of money through
Kite-flying methods. In view of the Central bank's role in clearing mechanism as
explained above, it becomes necessary to monitor constantly the payment system not
only through scrutiny of returns alone b u t also supplemented by on-site
supervision.
What can be said in balance on on-site supervision? While the location of the
supervisory responsibility varies among countries, the Central bank assumes significant
supervisory functions in almost all the countries except perhaps in Switzerland, Chile,
Canada and Venezuela. While the Central bank has the sole or major responsibility
for bank supervision in the United Kingdom, Argentina, Brazil, the Netherlands,
South Africa, New Zealand, Spain, Italy, Malaysia, India, etc., the prudential control
is vested in a separate institution in the case of West Germany, Belgium, South Korea.
In France, supervision is the responsibility of the Banking Commission but this is
chaired by the Governor of the Bankque de France and staffed by employees of the
Bank so there is only a legal but not practical distinction between the two. In
West Germany, the supervisory responsibility is vested with the Federal Banking
Supervisory Office (FBSO) but there is also a close relationship in Germany between

the Bundesbank and the l?BSO. In the case of the USA, Japan and Canada, the Central
banks share supervisory authority with other regulators. In Belgium, a Banking
commission was created in 1935 to supervise banks. Two of the six members of the
commission are appointed from a list of candidates proposed by the Central bank.
~ n one
d of the appointees has by tradition always been a member of the Board
of Central bank, often the Dy. Governor. In the case of South Korea, the office of
the Superintendent keeps consulting/taking direction from the Bank of Korea. The
ink of Japan has of late started exercising supervisory authority over banks. All
this leads one to conclude that whatever may be the institutional set up, there must
be a close involvement of the Central bank in prudential supervision.

DISADVANTAGES IN KEEPING SUPERVISION WITH THE CENTRAL BANKS
Despite arguments that financial regulation and monetary policy are closely
related, conflicts arise when the Central bank is also a major or the sole financial
regulator, because of differing objectives of monetary policy and financial
regulation. The channels of conflict are fundamentally related t,othe need to have
an economy-wide perspective for the conduct of monetary policy as opposed to
an industry-wide perspective for the conduct of financial regulation. It may be
that the Central bank may be more reluctant to pursue tight monetary policy if
viewed a s adversely impacting banks that are regulated by the monetary authority
relative to other institutions or sectors of the financial system not under the direct
regulatory responsibility of the Central bank.
2. Further, the Central bank may be willing to use lender of last resort powers more
frequently and in ways that divert it from achieving long-run price stability. The
more the Central bank adopts an industry perspective, the greater the tendency
for the lender of last resort powers to be used to support continuing bank operations
and subsidise risk.

3. Further, bank supervision may be such a time-consuming responsibility that it .
could distract the Central bank officials from crucial monetary policy matters. This
may be good argument for entrusting bank supervision to an agency separate from
the Central bank. ~ h o u l d ' t h i sbe the case, i t is essential that the Central bank
should have a strong presence in the governing body of the supervisory agency.
4. One may also argue that there is also the danger that impartial access to the discount
window may not be given by a Central bank that also has regulatory powers in
case of a regulatory conflict between the Central bank and a bank that i t supervises.

5. Separating supervisory function from monetary authority has some legal
connotations i.e. such a separation insulates the Central bank from legal action
in a potentially very sensitive area of bank failures. Well, the Central banks with
supervisory and regulatory responsibilities have traditionally avoided such
conflicts of interest by operating separate supervisory and monetary policy
departments a n d have argued that the two functions are being conducted
independent of each other. But if such "Chinese walls" exist within the Central
'

bank, then the argument that the supervisory and monetary policy functions should
be exercised by one institution so as to take advantage of potential synergies does
not hold water.
Conclusion
In short, there are arguments for and against a Central bank having the primary,
sole or major responsibility for supervision. Practices differ across countries and .
have also differed over time. One conclusion that we can draw from these arguments
is that the issue of supervision and regulation is dynamic and should always be kept
under review and examination to ensure that it is keeping u p with the times. There
is a strong consensus, however, that the Central bank should play a key role i n
supervision and regulation or at a minimum, it should have the responsibility for
regulation and supervision that is key to the implementation of monetary policy.
To the extent that there are separate supervisory agencies, the Central bank should
. have a strong presence in supervisory institution or atleast maintain a close liaison.
Other things being equal, the. arguments against the Central bank having the primary
responsibility for supervision gain more weight for countries with well developed
financial systems and independent Central banks than for developing countries
wherein the Central banks are also involved in the development of the financial system
itself.

SECTION I11 COUNTRY REPORTS
BANK NEGARA TANAH MALAYA(BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA)

Introduction
The Central Bank of Malaysia was established less than two years after the country
became sovereign and independent state in August 1957 i.e. on January 24, 1959. The
Government of the newly independent state inherited a comparatively efficient
administrative system and a philosophy of minimum intervention in the economic life
of the country. The Banking system, though relatively un-sophisticated and dominated
almost entirely by foreign banks, served well the needs of foreign trade. The principal
objectives of the Central Bank as laid down by the legislation which came into effect
on January 26, 1959 are to :
(a)

issue currency in the federation and to keep reserves, safeguarding the value
of that currency;

@)

act as a banker and financial adviser to the Government;

(c)

promote monetary stability and a sound financial structure; and

(d)

influence the credit situation to the advantage of the federation;

Despite the legislative injuriction to the Central Bank of Malaysia to issue currency,
the Federation of Malaysia continued to share with Singapore and three territories of
North Borneo, Brunei, and Sarawak, the common currency issued by the Currency Board.
The currency system was automatic; sterling was exchanged for Malayan dollars. The
assumption of responsibility for the issue of currency came in through the Central Bank
of Malaysia Ordinance on June 12, 1967 which required the Bank to maintain the same
minimum reserves of external assets backing the new currency.
The role of Bank Negara
vis-a-vis the Government

The role of the Central Bank is subordinate to that of the Government's fiscal policy.
The Finance Minister of Malaysia, in his inaugural speech at the opening of the Central
Bank, made a reference to the Central Bank of Malaysia Bill and observed that "In the
last resort, it must be Government, rather than the Central Bank which carries responsibility
for determining nation's financial policies; closest possible liaison will be maintained
between the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank and that it is our intention that
the new financial and banking machinery shall be used to maintain financial stability
while furthering economic development of the country". The Central Bank of Malaysia
Ordinance 1959 was designed so as to enable the Central Bank to carry out its role within
the sovereign authority of the Government. The Government has full ownership of the
Bank. Its authority over the Bank is defined by the Ordinance which provides that the
Minister of Finance may, if he disagrees with the policies of the Bank, issue directives
'to the Bank as to which policy it should follow, and these directives should become binding.
However, if the Bank objects to any such directive, it may submit its objections and the
reasons in writing to the minister who will lay them together with his directives before
the Malaysian Parliament. Thus, it is the Legislature via the Government which will
have its final say in matters including monetary policy of the Central Bank. However,
the Central Bank is endowed with statutory powers to influence lending policies through
stipulation of rates of interest applicable to loans and advances extended by commercial
banks and other financial institutions. The Bank is also empowered to influence the
direction of commercial bank lending but it relies for this purpose on moral suasion.
The legislation which established the Bank has only three fairly brief sections written
into it on the relations between the Central Bank.and the Government. These sections
provide that the Bank should act as a banker and financial agent of the Government;
and that the Board of the Bank should keep the Minister of Finance informed of the
monetary and banking policy pursued or intended to be pursued by the Bank. The
granting of temporary advances to the Governrnent by the Bank is also covered. These
are statutory provisions which govern the formal status of the Central Bank i n relation
to the Government and they do not of course reveal the true situation between the
two entities. Needless to say that it is the Government that calls the shots in the
eventuality. The Bank of Malaysia a s a Central Bank also assists the State Governments,
wherever it has its branches, in their economic planning efforts.

Approach to Bank Supervision
The Malaysian Banking System is basically similar to that in Britain being based
on branch rather than unit banking and is dominated by a few large banks with extensive
branch network. In Mdaysia, the commercial banks and'merchant banks used to be
regulated under the Banking Act of 1973, the financial companies under the Finance
Companies Act of 1969, and the Discount House operated under a separate Act. Since
the Governor of Bank Negara is also acting as the Director General of Insurance, the
insurance industry is effectively under the close supervision of the Bank.
With the replacement of Banking Act 1973by the Banking and Financial Institutions
Act (BAFIA) 1989, all the banks and the FIs have been brought under the supervision
and regulation of the Bank Negara. The BAFIA provides for an integrated supervision
of the Malaysian financial system by the Central Bank and gives unique power to it to
investigate and take corrective action including exercise of control over non-scheduled
institutions.
The statutes provide for the legal framework for the prudential supervision of
financial institutions under the purview of Bank Negara Malaysia.
InspectionIOn Site-Examination
Bank Negara Malaysia basically adopts two pronged approach to bank regulation
and supervision. On the one hand, it ensures that all financial institutions under its
supervision are duly licenced and comply with the rules and regulations embodied i n
the banking legislation. It monitors the financial institutions through data submission
and through dialogue with bank managements and associations of banks. It also monitors
legal compliance of each and every licenced bank with lending rules and it approves
the appointment of directors and CEOs.
Bank Negara Malaysia lays much emphasis on on-site examination. While
the examination of financial institutions - which is done once a year - primarily
involves a n overall appraisal of the financial condition of the banks (Head Offices, branches
as also foreign bank branches) under review, such an on-site examination also enables
bank examiners to detect undesirable trends and possible abuse of powers by bank
managements and other irregularities. The Bank Negara is also empowered to appoint
any of its officers with powers to investigate, search and seizure including breaking open
the premises, property or searching of any person which are more or less the same as
powers given to police authorities. With the permission of the public prosecutor, cases
can be filed by the investigating officer for recovery, attachment, etc.
In the examination of individual financial institutions, Bank Negara applies the
famous CAMEL RULE; C for capital adequacy, A for asset quality, M for Management
competence, E for earnings ability and L for liquidity. Even the money and forex brokers
are subjected to on-site examination by the Central Bank.

supervision of Entry Regulatiods

The Minister of Finance (under Part II of the Banking Act 1973) is the licensing
authority for both banks and branches, of course on the recornmendations of the Central
bank. This aspect has not been touched upon by the BAFIA of 1989. Bank Negara Policy
has been to discourage the establishment of foreign branches though it took active part
in encouraging the spread of domestic branch network.
k apply any or all parts of the Act to any scheduled
The Act empowers the k ~ n to
institution. No foreign institution shall set up a representative office in Malaysia unless
it has obtained written permission from the Bank. All branches of foreign banks operating
in Malaysia are under BAFIA, 1989 and are required to be incorporated locally within
5 years from the date of the Act. They are allowed to retain 100per cent foreign ownership.
Monetary Supervision

This comprises of capital adequacy rules, statutory reserve ratio (SRR), minimum
lipuidity ratio (MLR) and interest rate caps and floors. As mentioned earlier, the BAFIA,
1989 which came into force from October 1,1989 now governs the operations of banks
and financial institutions, viz., (a) Licenced institutions comprising of (i) major deposit
taking institutions, (ii) finance companies (iii) merchant banks and discount houses
as well as money brokers (b) scheduled institutionscomprisinf; of credit'card companies,
building societies and leasing and factoring companies etc. While licenced institutions
are subject to licensing and strict regulations of the Act, the regulatory regime for the
scheduled institutions is a s determined by the Finance Minister on the recommendations
of the Bank Negara. The Act does not apply to non-scheduled institutions but empowers
the Bank to investigate and take actions when so directed by the Minister. Only licenced
institutions can carry on deposit taking business.
Capital

The Act empowers Bank Negara to prescribe minimum capital funds. Apart from
prescribing such minimum capital funds in absolute terms ($20 million, $ 5 million and
$10 million for banks, finance companies and merchant banks, respectively), the Bank
Negara has also introduced capital standards in accordance with the Basle Committee
recommendations. No licenced institution can carry on its business if its capital funds
are less than the prescribed minimum stipulated capital funds without the written
perrnission of the Minister, With the introduction of uniform capital standards, the level
playing field has been set in. In fact, financial institutions are required to compute the
risk weighted capital ratio (RWCR) on an institutional basis (monthly Malaysian
operations of an institution); global (for domestic financial institutions only at quarterly
intervals), and consolidated (Annual consolidation of subsidiaries with principles in
Malaysia). A two-tier system is used in determining the capital funds and the assets are
risk-weighted into categories of risks - 0%, 1O0/0, 20%, 50% and 100%.

-

Liquid Assets :The Bank Negara is empowered to prescribe the level of liquid assets
to. be maintained from time to time. Any licenced institute, if it fails to maintain the

prescribed ratio, should not lend further without prior approval from the Central bank.
The statutoryreserve ratio which was initially fixed at 2.5 per cent of total deposit liabilities,
was at its peak of 10 per cent in 1974 and now stands at 7.5 per cent. Besides banks,
finance companies as well as merchant banks are also required to maintain statutory
reserves with the Bank Negara.at the prescribed level.
Minimum Liquidity ~ a t i (MLR)
o
Commercial banks are required to maintain a minimum portion of their deposit
liabilities excluding savings deposits, in the form of liquid assets, comprising notes and
coins, deposit balances with the Central bank money at call, net balances with other
banks, treasury bills, government securities and domestic bills discounted and
receivable. The MLR was 28 per cent between 1971 and January 1986. The ML Ratios
as applicable now are as under:
Commercial banks
Finance Companies

-

-

Merchant Banks

-

Islamic Bank

-

.
(in per cent)
17.0
10.0
12.5
(for those which have issued NCDs)
10.0
12.5
(for those which have issued NCDs)
10.0
,

One half of the MLR is to be kept in primary liquid assets comprising cash balances,
money at call and the remaining half in secondary liquid assets comprising government
securities, etc. This new package introduced from 1989 allowed the commercial banks
to average their holdings over the fortnight, with fluctuation range being &2%.

,

Audit Requirement : Under the new Act, the powers and duties of the auditors have
been enhanced and spelt out more clearly. Under Section 40 of the BAFIA, auditors are
charged with the responsibility of reporting to the Bank Negara any contravention of
the Act or losses to the extent of reducing capital fund by 50 per cent or more or any
irregularity that jeopardises the interest of the depositors or creditors. They have to
certify that the interest of the depositors/creditors is not endangered. All licenced
institutions have to submit to Bank Negara their audited balance sheets and P/L Accounts.
Unless and until the Bank Negara gives it in writing that it is satisfied with the annual
reports/accounts, they can't be placed before any bank's General Board meeting nor
published. No licenced institution can either pay dividend without the approval of the
Central bank.

DOSRI (Directors, other shareholders' related interests) Credit and 0thers :Certain
prescriptions have been made under Section 26A of the Banking Act 1973 regarding
DOSRI Credit. A licenced bank is prohibited from granting loans to any director
personally or to any firm in'which the director is interested, exceptions being
public sector corporations/subsidiaries of banks where the director sits

a s a member. Similar restrictions also apply to employees of banks, exception being loans
permissible under service rules. Detailed guidelines have been issued by the Central
bank to banks on duties and responsibilities of directors, code of ethics/conduct for
officers/staff, etc. Individual credit exposure is to be limited to 30 per cent of the capital.
Similarly, limits are also placed on large loans.

As to the question of liquidity, the Central bank stands a s a lender of the last resort
tq the licenced financial institutions. Although traditional banking supervision ernphasises
the need to monitor the liquidity of a financial institution, problems of illiquidity
of a financial institution are often the last to emerge for ailing financial institutions. The
DTCS episode (24 DTCs (deposit taking cooperatives) going bust in 1986 taking 5 lakh
depositors interest to winds) had highlighted the fact that to generate liquidity, the
DTCs often resorted to higher interest rates and higher incentive bonus to the staff to
attract deposits, firstly to give the high illusion of liquidity and activity and secondly
to disguise the grave deterioration in their financial strength.
Professionalism : Since the Bank Negara believes that banks should maintain highest
level of professionalism, strive to improve efficiency and upgrade the quality of banking
services, it has decreed that all banks should give top priority to training needs of the
bank staff. The banks should spend at least 1.5 per cent of total gross salaries on training
needs and failure to do so will result in banks paying a levy equivalent to the shortfall
to common staff training funds.

RESERVE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand was established by the Act of Parliament in 1933
with the job of controlling the internal currency and external reserves. The overall control
of policy has tended to be in the hands of the Ministry of Finance. New Zealand's monetary
policy arrangements were fundamentally changed by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Act of 1989. The changes brought out by the Act would be better understood when
compared with the different objectives set out for the Bank under the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand Act 1964 a s amended (in 1973)which set out the primciry functions of the
Bank. These were :
(a)

to act as the Central Bank of New Zealand;

(b)

to ensure that the availability and conditions of credit provided by the financial
institutions are not inconsistent with the Sovereign right of the Crown to control
money and credit in the public interest;

(c)

to advise Government on matters relating to' monetary policy, banking credit
and overseas exchange; and

'

(d)

within the limits of its powers, to give effect to the monetary policy of the
Government as communicated in writing to the Bank by the Ministry of Finance
and to any resolution of Parliament in relation to monetary policy.

Under the Act, the Government's monetary policy was to be directed to the
maintenance and promotion of economic and social welfare in New Zealand.
However, the monetary policy arrangements were fundamentally changed by the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand Act of 1989, in reaction to poor economic performance of earlier
decades. Under the new Act, monetary policy is guided by a single clear objective of
achieving and maintaining price stability. Multiple macro-economic objectives had in the
past led to stop-go monetary policy which was on an average accommodating and had
allowed high inflation to become entrenched. This change from multiple objectives to a
single objective and implemenfation of monetary policy in pursuit of statutory price
stability objective by the Bank is strikingly noteworthy as it is aimed at enhancing the
transparency and accountability of the Central bank. The Act requires the Ministry of
Finance and the Governor of the Bank to negotiate and make public a policy target
agreement (PTA). The PTAsets out specific targets by which monetary policy performance
in relation to its statutory objectives can be assessed during the period of the Governor's
term.
Under the 1989 Act,the Governor of the Reserve Bank is personally responsible
for attaining monetary policy targets. Indeed, a Governor may be dismissed or his
contract not renewed if the policy targets defined in the PTA are not attained.
Role and Composition of the Board
The role of the Board, as set out explicitly in the 1989 Act, is to monitor the Bank
and in particular the Governor on behalf of the Minister. Thus the Board acts as an agent
of the Government and advises Governor on any matter relating to the Bank's functions.
It is rather a monitoring Board than a policy making Board.
The Board comprises of seven to ten Directors including the Governor a s Chairman
of the Board and either one or two Deputy Governors. Between four and seven of the
Directors are non-Executive appointments and non-Executive Directors are required to
always be in the majority of the Board's meetings. The provision that the Secretary of
the Treasury should be a Board member, ex-officio has been removed in the new Act
which also prevents parliamentarians from becoming Directors. A direct Government
representative on the Board could dilute the Board's role in monitoring the Bank's
performance independently as an agent for the Ministry of Finance.
Appointment and Dismissal of Governors and Directors
Board appointments, excluding those of Deputy Governors, are formally made
by the Governor General but are effectively decided by the Ministry of Finance.
The Governor's appointment is made on the recommendationof the Board and thus the
successful candidate must satisfy both the Board and the Minister which is a type of
double veto arrangement'. Appointments of DGs are made by the Board o n the
recommendations of the Governor. Governors and Directors are appointed for initial
five years and can be reappointed. Non-Executive Directors' terms are staggered so that
not more than two Directors' positions come for renewal in the same year. Consistent

with the wish to establish skong accountability and incentives for the achievement of
specified objectives and tar&ts, the new legislation contains explicit dismissal powers.
The Board has the right to recommend to the Minister that the Governor be removed
from the office if the Board is satisfied'that he has foiled to achieve statutory obligations
or the Bank has failed to utilise its resources effectively. Similarly, DGs can be removed
by the Board for unsatisfactory performance or for hindering Governor's performance
and finally the non- Executive Directors themselves can be removed by the Government.
Limits on Financing Government
There are no specific legal limits on Central bank financing of Government in New
zealand. In the past, the Reserve Bank had effectively monetised Government deficits
either directly by purchasing additional Government securities on its own books or
indirectly by allowing increased amounts of Government securities to be discounted on
demand. It was thought that given the statutory frameworkof 1989Act and Government's
declared policy for "Full Funding!', legislation against Reserve Bank funding of
Government was un-necessary.

Central Bank Budgetary Independence
In New Zealand, the legislation provides that funding agreement for 5 years be
made between the Governor and the Minister and that this be ratified by the Par1'lament.
The five year period corresponds to the length of the Governor's tenure. Thus, the Bank's
budgetary independence is considerably less than enjoyed by Central banks in most
other countries.
Now that the Reserve Bank Act of 1989 has been in place it may be asked to
what extent has the Act fulfilled its purpose over this period? There is some partial
evidence, anecdotal support for the view that the Act has improved the monetary policy
credibility, as evident from the development of automatic stabilistntion in exchange rate
mechanism and moderation of inflation rate. Further, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand
also monitors fiscal policy through Debt Stabilisation Ratio etc. in view of its effect
on monetary policy.
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The Reserve Bank is interested not only in the regulation of the trading banks, but
also in the exercise of influence over non banking financial institutions. In controlling
the financial institutions, Reserve Bank uses Liquid Reserve System (LRS) and Reserve
Asset Ratio (RAR). Reserve assets are defined as deposits at the Reserve bank, holding
of notes and all forms of Government securites. If a bank fails to satisfy the daily holding
of these assets averaged over a month, it must borrow from Reserve Bank at penal rates
of interest. These ratios are arrived often as a result of the Reserve Bank's discussion
with tradin$ banks and not unilaterally by the Bank. A significant feature of the RAR
scheme is that separate ratios are struck for term and demand deposit liabilites with
the term deposit ratio normally set at a lower level. This aspect of the scheme was designed
to encourage the banks to compete more vigorously for term deposits so that over a period
of time the public's financial assets will become less liquid and therefore less likely
to allow sudden increase in private spending.
Trustee and private banks have cash ratios requiring them to hold 5 per cent of
the first $20 million and 2.5 per cent of the balance of deposits in cash. Building societies
are required to achieve public sector security ratio of at least 15 per cent. Trading banks
are, however, subjected to CRR and investment ratios of about 15 per cent in all. Finance
companies have no cash or liquidity ratios but are required to keep 15 per cent of
their borrowings in Government securities. This ratio applies to virtually all intermediaries
which borrow money from the public and use these funds in making loans to the public.
Authorised short-term money market dealers are closely controlled by the Reserve Bank
as to the assets they hold.
Self Regulation
Self regulation of financial intermediaries by their own associations is already
practised to a limited extent in New Zealand. There are number of associations (New
Zealand Bankers Association, Data bank Limited for automated clearing system) of
financial intermediaries mostly covering trading banks and trustee savings banks. The
Stock Exchange Association is another self regulatory group which has done much to
improve the disclosure obligations of companies.
Deposits Guarantee
In New Zealand while no deposit insurance corporation exists, the Government

does guarantee the deposits of the trustee savingsbanks and the post office savings banks.
hi^ parantee applies to all deposits w.$hout limit but it carries with it a degree of
supervision by the Government through the Reserve Bank (the Treasury in the case of
p.0.S.B.). Deposits with private banks are fully guaranteed by their parent trading banks.
While the trading banks are not guaranteed by the Government, they are supervised by
the Reserve Bank and have the right of access to lender of last resort facilitiesat the Reserve
Bank. This ensures that they could never be embarrassed by short term calls on their
funds.
Scope of Banking Supervision
The Reserve Bank does not have specific responsibility to supervise the activities
ofthe financial intermediaries, although it can be involved on a case-by-case basis when
intermediaries seek some relief from ratio obligations.
Registration requirements
Before a financial institution can carry on business under a bank title, it must be
registered as a bank. In considering an application for registration, the Reswve Bank
is required to have regard to;

-

a. Incorporation and Ownership Structure of the Applicant The Bank normally looks

for the applicants to be registered as a Company either in New Zealand or overseas.
However, unincorporated entities such as partnership firms are not completely ruled out.
In the case of overseas applicants, the Bank does not insist on a registered bank being
incorporated in New Zealand i.e. it will register a branch of an overseas bank whose
responsibility will be to supervise its branch located in New Zealand.
b. Size of the Applicant

The bank does look for a minimum capital of $ 15 million.
c. Ability of the applicant to carry on its business in a prudent manner.

The purpose of the registration procedure is two-fold. First, it provides the Reserve Bank
with a n opportunity to assess whether the applicant would operate in a sound and prudent
manner. Secondly, it represents the beginning of an on-going supervision relationship.
This relationship is secured through registration being made subject to compliance
with certain conditions which define on going prudential requirements relating to capital
size, exposure concentration, internal controls, separation of banking business from other
business and from other interests of any person owning or controlling the applicant, etc.
Capital
The minimum capital requirements follow closely the frame work developed for
international application by the Baslecomrnittee on Banking Supervision. Minimum ratios
of capital to risk weighted exposure of 4 per cent for core capital a ~ 7.25
d per cent (8
per cent from the end of 1992) for total capital, are applied to determine the minimum
capital levels which banks must at least maintain.

Exposure limits
Banks are required to comply with minimum standards in two areas of risk
concentration, viz. (1)large credit exposures to a single borrower at 35 per cent of bank's
capital which includes off-balance sheet facilities and excludes sold down risk to other
banks. A single borrower is deemed to encompass a group of borrowers who are or
could be single lending risk. (2) Foreign exchange open position, at 40 per cent of capital,
as a result of mismatch between bank's obligations in foreign currency (foreign currency
liabilities and forward contracts to sell foreign currency) and foreign currency claims
(foreign currency assets and forward contracts to buy foreign currency) in order to
protect the bank's capital from adverse movements in exchange rates.
Connected lending
Limits on lending by banks to connected borrower i.e. to their owners and other
interests of their owners have been set at the equivalent of 75 per cent and 15 per cent,
respectively of a bank's capital.
NomQuantitative element of supervision
The main plank of this kind of supervision is through establishing periodical
consultations which takes a broader view of bank's situation and policies. Further, the
Reserve Bank requires that the bank's Board of Directors must have a majority of
independent directors with a view to ensuring that the affairs of the bank are kept separate
from the other commercial interests of the owners. The Reserve Bank has also got the
power to require bank's internal controls and accounting system to be subject to
independent external review.
Monitoring arrangements
The banking supervision arrangements contained in the Reserve Bank Act include
an array of provisions designed to facilitate monitoring of a bank by a number of different
parties. These include :

1.

Public disclosure requirement under which banks must disclose financial and certain
prudential information to the market.

2.

Registered banks are required to make regular reports to the Reserve Bank on matters
presented by the bank.

3.

The Reserve Bank is also empowered to order special investigation by appointing
special persons for the purpose.

4.

The Reserve Bank can also require the registered banks to be rated by a recognised
rating agency. These monitoring arrangements are in some respect central to the
whole supervision process but as per the Act the Reserve Bank is not directly
responsible for protecting depositors' funds.

Failure Management
The Reserve Bank uses the powers available to it under the Act to limit the damage

to the financial system likely to be caused by the failure of a registered bank. This takes
the iorm of
a.

Recommending to Minister of Finance for appointment of statutory managers when
a bank becomes insolvent who in turn can apply moratorium wherever necessary.

b.

Recapitalisation of the ailing bank and

c.

Development of payments system to protect the spread of failure from one bank
to another.

Conclusion
Banking supervision policy in New Zealand comprises a number of strands. Strictly
speaking, only registered banks are supervised by the Bank as per the Act. There is
a registration requirement. All banks are subject to on-going prudential requirements
including ninimum financial standards; mechanism have been developed under which
the financial and prudential positions of banks can be monitored. Though the prudential
supervision continues to be directed at maintaining confidence in the operation and
soundness of the financial system, protecting individual banks or depositors is not
an objective of the bank supervision.
The Deutsche Bundesbank
(of Federal republic of Germany)
The Deutsche Bundesbank (German Federal Bank) in its present form came into
being by the Law concerning the Deutsche Bundesbank of July 26,1957 after the merger
of the Land Central Bank and the Berlin Central Bank with the Bank deutscher Lander
which itself became the present Deutsche Bank (DB).
How independent i s Deutsche Bank?
Legal Status

The D.B. is a n autonomous federal institution and legal person under public law.
(It may be remembered that the so called independence of Bundesbank (in its earlier
form) from its Government was first foisted by allied powers towards the end of the
Second World War to prevent the Central bank from financing Government expenditure
on wars). Its capital is held by the Federal Republic. The DB being a legal person does
not come under Government supervision; the organs of the management of DB are on
par with the highest federal authorities and are not subject to instructions from the Federal
Government or from any other authority. It is a n autonomous body entrusted with the
monetary and credit policy functions. The DB is bound by the law itself to support the
general economic policy but only in so far as this is consistent with its duty of safeguarding
the currency (i.e. maintaining internal and external value of it). The clause regarding
the need for the Bank towing the Government econonic policy should be construed as
a call for general cooperation and not for subservient role of the Bank. The Law makes
no provision for any solution in the event of a prolonged conflict and serious differences
between the Government and the Bank. It was thought that common sense rather than

water tight legal prescription could solve such peculiar situation and problems. But the
Law made special provisions for the collaboration between the Federal Government and
the Bank. The Bank thus assumes the position of impartial and independent adviser
to the Government in the field of monetary policy, etc. The question of mutual consultation
is dealt within the provisions which lay down that -

1)

members of the Federal Government are entitled to take part in the deliberations
of the Central Bank Council; and

2)

the Federal Government is to invite the President of the Bank to participate in its
deliberations on monetary policy matters.

The representatives of Federal Government may bring motions in the meeting (but
has no vote) for postponing the decision for two weeks after which the Central Bank
Council is free to act. The purpose of this proviso is to allow sufficient time for agreement
to be reached on the issue.
The essential purpose . of other powers of the Federal Government is to provide
rudimentary elements for general supervision by the State and not to encroach upon
the autonomy of the Bank in the field of monetary policy. The powers in question are
as follows :
a)

approval of participation by the Bundesbank in international institutions ;

b)

participation in the appointment of the members of the Directorate;

c)

approval of the issue of small denominations ;

d)

staff regulation approvals ; and

e)

co-operative rules in open market policy

Although the Government has complete ownership of the DB, it has no right over the
assets of the Bank except its right to residual profit. The influence on policy and conduct
of business that normally goes with the control of the capital of an enterprise is absent
owing to the special provisions in the Bundesbank Law of 1957.
In practical terms, the independence of the Bundesbank is safeguarded further by
denying the Government access to note printing press. The Bundesbank i s entitled to
grant credit to public authorities, but only on a limited scale.
the Bundesbank
is allowed to buy debt instruments mostly Government bonds only in the open market
and only in pursuit of its monetary policy goals. This guarantees that the Bundesbank
does not grant the Government credit in unlimited amounts through the back door.

ore over,

The DB was the first Central bank in the western world to start (in 1974) the practice
of announcing monetary targets to the general public at the beginning of the fiscal yearIts intention was to make clear to all those involved in economic activity at a time
of rapidly advancing inflation that it was fiercely determined to bring the upward
movement of prices under control. In addition, announcing monetary targets in advance

generally facilitates and simplifies the realisation of the Central Bank's goal of obtaining
P&lic up port for its policies, of securing the cooperation of employers and labour unions
in
price and cost increases and helps in co-ordinating its monetary policy with
the economic and fiscal policies of the Federal Government. Such monetary targets hap
the monetary framework to which enterprises and households can gear their own economic
and business decisions. The h-desbank thus makes it possible for the public to monitor
the success or failure of its monetary policy.
Policy Making Organs :
The supreme policy making organ of the Bank is its Council. The Central Executive
organ is the Directorate, parallel to which are the Board of Management of Land Central
Banks which are the regional executive organs. The President and the Vice - President
of the Bank are appointed by the Federal President. The Central Bank Council consists
of the President and the Vice - Presidents, of the Land Central Banks - all of whom are
appointed by the Federal President for a period of eight years and they can't be removed
from office during that period.
Supervision & Regulation of Banks
The Federal Banking Supervisory Office
The Federal Banking Supervisory Office (FBSO) is established as an independent
Federal Agency under the jurisdiction of the Federal Minister of Economics. The Chairman
of the office is appointed by the Federal President after hearing the views of the
Bundesbank. The FBSO is charged with supervision of the credit institutions and ensuring
the stability of financial system (Article 6), if necessary, by taking action against those
who impair the system. The Law contains provision of a general nature on co-operation
between the FBSO, and the ~und'sbank.
Methods of supervision by FBSO & others
a) Entry Regulations & Licensing :

Any person who intends to engage in banking requires a licence issued by the FBSO.
While granting the licence the FBSO may specify or limit the kinds of business the
applicant can d o (Article 32). This is only an enabling provision. On closer examination
one can find that regulation of German banks follows a universal bank model under
which banks are permitted to engage in a wide range of financial activities including
all insurance and securities activities. Only insurance underwriting is undertaken through
subsidiaries of parent banks in some cases. Existing banks as on January 1, 1962 are
deemed to have been licenced. The FBSO can revoke the licence and liquidate the bank
concerned. There are n o geographic branching restrictions for domestic banks but
notification to the FBSO and Bundesbank of opening of branches is issued. There are
four types of banks in Germany viz. the so called big banks or Grossbanker - Deutsche
Bank, Dresdner Bank and Commerzbank and their West Berlin affiliates, accounting
for more than 45 per cent of all commercial banking business, Regional Banks (124)'
private banks (100) and foreign banks (51).

b) Capital Adequacy :
The Banking Supervisory office in consultation with the Central Bank stipulates
the capital requirements of each type of banking institution and other financial institutions.
Minimum initial capital at present is DM 6 million. The Bundesbank uses the minimum
reserves policy effectively to control credit flow. The reserve requirements for commercial
banks are interest free. Under these requirements, maximum rate of 12.1per cent applied
to amounts of demand deposits of residents in excess of DM 100 million; rates of 4.95
per cent for time deposits, 4.15 per cent for saving deposits and 12.1 per cent for demand
deposits of non-residents. Article 23 of the said Act speaks of the regulations for fixing
interest rates both for deposits and lendings. The Law on credit system gives the Federal
Minister, Eco Affairs the powers to issue in consultation with the Bank orders setting
interest rates. This legal authority is transferred to FBSO who in consultation with the
Bank issues necessary orders.
Both German banks .and securities houses are ambitious to make Germany a n
internationa1,financial centre at least as a rival to London. On February 4, 1993, the
~ G d e s b a n kmade a decision to cut reserve requirement on time and savings deposits
to 2 per cent from as much as 4.95 per cent. However, there is no changein the reserve
ratios against sight deposits at 12.1 per cent. The reduction in reserve ratios is expected
to lure back to Germany some of the money that had moved into D-Mark, accounts
off shore where banks can afford to pay better rates to depositors because minimum reserves
are lower or non-existent. The Bundesbank has also decided to sell of short term papers
to attract holders of both expatriate D-marks and domestic D-marks and to mop up most
of the liquidity released by the cut in minimum reserves. It is a new tool for influencing
the cash held by non-banks. Reserve requirements also strike at D-mark bond trading,
the mainstay of German financial markets. German regulatory system treats securities
transaction as loans and demands banks to back them with capital. Foreign banks tend
to trade long term D-Mark swaps in London to avoid stiff capital requirements. The
Bundesbank by issuing short-term paper, an equivalent of American Treasury bills is
trying to impress on the prospect of a full-fledged market for government paper. The
new package for liberalisation of financial market also envisages establishment of a market
supervisor as Germany's answer to American Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
The new supervisory body is expected to supervise Germany's eight stock exchanges
whose supervision until now is being shared by the federal government and the states.

C) Dosri Credit Exposure Limits :
The maximum that a bank could lend to any one customer is 75 per cent of the
bank's liable capital, apparently this limit applies to actual loans advanced as well as
to total lines of credit regardless of whether the entire line has been taken down. The
five largest single loans can't be more than 300 per cent of the bank's liable capital. All
large single loans combined can't exceed 800 per cent of the bank's liable capital. Large
loans are defined as those loans that exceed 15 per cent of the bank's liable cavital. All
1
banking institutions must have at least two managing directors. This suggests
that no
important decisions can be made by a single individual.

Large credits to any single borrower exceeding 15per cent of the capital of the credit
institution has to be reported to the Central Bank which in turn with itsco-ents
transmits
this information to FBSO. The anounts of these large credit outstandings in aggregation
Should not exceed one half of the total credit transactions of the institution. Borrowings
exceeding DM 1 Million are reported to the Bundesbank on bi-monthly basis by all
credit institutions. Cross share-holding between banks and non-financial firms appears
to be the order of the day in Germany. As f a r as industrial investment by banks is
~ ~ n c e r n eGermany
d,
like Japan (and unlike USA and England) allows this with some
Though there are no limits on individual interests which are mostly held
directly through banks, total amount of these investments is limited to a certain percentage
of bank's capital. [In 1988, banks held 12 per cent of outstanding stock in German firms.]
In Germany, banks also hold seats on (supervisory) boards of client firms and are also
given proxyvote (read depository vote). In such a structure,banks have become accustomed
to being arbiters of corporate control. There are also restrictions on credit to the persons
having special relations like manager, director, etc.

The current observation of the conduct and the trend of each bank business is left
to the ~ z i n dCentral Bank the Bundesbank's regional establishments on account of their
banking experience. This regional setsup evaluates monthly balance sheets, annual
statements, statutory reports of the auditors and thus acquire a reliable picture of the
solvency and stability of the banking system. FBSO officials can walk into a bank a t
any time for any reason and demand an examination of the bank's books. Official action
in the field of bank supervision (such as issue of orders, prohibition directives, imposition
of penalties) is a matter for the state authorities. Bankruptcy rules in Germany are only
one element in overall supervisory system that assigns clear monitoring responsibility
to banks with respect to the financial activities of their customers. In Germany, bankers
describe it as natural for them to assume responsibility for framing refinance solutions
for financially troubled customers. This practice lowers the cost of financial distress
in Germany.

A special feature of the banking law in Germany is that it requires all registered
banks to be members of the Bankers Association which is subject to the National Credit
Council and is a n intermediary between banks and the Bank. Besides, all credit institutions
are required to submit monthly returns - monthly balance sheet statistics to the Bonk.
The Bank transmits these to FBSO. Further, all banks submit duly audited Annual
statem'ents including Annual Reports to both FBSO and the Bank. Article 28 of the Act
concerning the Bank sets forth the rulesgoverning the appointment of auditors and requires
the credit institutions to notify the FBSO of the auditor which it has selected. A special
audit organisation established by the banks, i.e. Auditors Association of German banks,
audits banks at intervals of normally three or four years on behalf of deposit protection
fund. The FRSO may also appoint another auditor. The auditors report their findings
to both PBSO and the Bank. The FBSO is also empowered to get information from the
credit institutions regarding all business matters including submission of their accounts

and.records.It can participate with aright to hear in the meetings of the banks' supervisory
bodies and can order for such meetings to be convened. The FBSO enforces the capital
adequacy n&s. It can stop withdrawals to partners and distribution of profits to ensure
capital adequacy.

Deposit Protection :
Bundesbank is not a lender of the last resort unlike other central banks elsewhere.
It is prohibited from doing so by the Act. If a bank fails, it is u p to the Government to
address the problem. Deposit protection in Germany is done on the basis of self-help
principle through a deposit protection scheme operated by the Bankers Association since
1976.Although it is voluntary, both houses of the German parliament have approved
the scheme a s an amendment to'the law on credit industry in order to legalise the closing
of banks that are found to be failing. The FBSO before issuing licence enquires with the
Association to find out whether the applicant is being made a member of the protection
scheme. The by-laws of the Deposits Protection Fund of the Federal Association of
German Banks require that all licenced banks be its members by payment of subscription
of 0.03 per cent of balance-sheet item liabilities to the creditors i.e. 0.03 per cent on
total deposits excluding inter-bank deposits. The credit co-operative societies, savings
banks and other institutions who are members of the Auditing Association of the German
banks are members of this scheme. The deposit protection cut off in Germany is limited
to 30 per cent of the liable capital which implies full coverage for most and the audit
coverage is extended to deposits in foreign currencies, deposits at domestic banks and
deposits of foreign branches of domestic banks. Thus the deposit insurance scheme, 1976,
provides the best deposit protection any where in the world.
In Germany, supervisory emphasis is almost on off-site aspect. Heavy reliance on
auditing profession is highly visible. External auditors play a vital role in the supervision
of the banks.
BANK SUPERVISORY SYSTEM IN KOREA

Prior to the liberation from Japan in 1945, the Korean Banking system consisted
of just three banks. The separation of Korea from the Japanese economic orbit produced
serious dislocations in its financial system. With a view to revamping the system, the
government established the Bank of Korea which in turn, initiated a number of policy
measures to combat inflation and provided an institutional backing for commercial banking
to be re-organised under the General Banking Act whose enforcement started in August
1954.
Today the Korean financial system is organised as under:
Specialised
Banks

Commercial
Banks
National
Banks

Local
Banks

Central Bank
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Securities
Markets

The Bank of Korea

The Bank of Korea was established in June 1950 under the Bank of Korea Act with
its primary purpose being defined as maintaining the stability of the value of money
in the interest of national economic progress and furthering the efficient utilisation of
national resources through the sound operation and functional improvement of thenational
banking and credit system. To this end, the Bank performs the typical functions of a
central bank - serves as issuer of bank notes and coins, banker to the banking sector and
the government, controller of money supply and supervisor of the banking operations
under the instructions of the Monetary Board, its policy making organ.
Organisation
Capital : The Bank's capital was originally 1.5 billion won, all of which was subscribed
by the government, but the amendment of the Bank of Korea Act 1962.made the Bank
a special juridical person with no capital. The Act stipulates that the annual net profits
of the bank shall be paid into the general revenue account of thegovernment after making
allowances for depreciation and authorised reserves. The Bank's capital a s at the end
of 1990 stood at 978.3 billion won and consisted of legal reserve, voluntary reserve and
net profit.

a

Monetary Board :As the supreme policy making organ of the Bank, the Monetary Board
within the purview of the Bank of Korea Act, formulates monetary and credit policies
and is responsible for the general direction and supervision of the Bank and the activities
of banking system. The Board is composed ( ~ r t i c l e8) of the following nine members
representingvarious groups in the national economy (1) the Minister of Finance ex-officio,
(2) the Governor, the Bank of Korea ex-officio, (3) one member recommended by the
Ministry of Economic, Planning Board, (4) two members recommended by banking
institutions, (5) two members recommended by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, and (6)two members recommended by the Minister of Trade and Industry.
The Minister of Finance (Article 9) presides over the Board meetings and in his absence,.
the Governor acts as chairman. The seven members excluding the two ex-officio members
are appointed by the presiding Minister of finance for three years. The Governors' term.
is four years which may be repeated. The Governments's influence on monetary policy
has been strengthened by the amendment ofthe Bank of Korea Act in 1962which empowers
the Minister of Finance to request reconsideratiin of resolutions adopted by the Monetary
Board and if the request is rejected, the final decision is to be made by the President.
Further, the Board was divested of the function of formulating foreign exchange policy;
this task was transferred to the Finance Minister. The law pertaining to Bundesbank also
empowers the minister to request for reconsideration of the Bank Council's resolution
but-in case such a request is not reconsidered by the Council within two weeks or SO,
the final decision rests with the Council and not the Minister/President. This effective
legal difference between the Bank of Korea and the Bundesbank explains as to why the
former is subjugated by and the latter liberated from the Government.
'

Executive Organ. :The officers of the Bank include the Governor, the Deputy Governor,
five or fewer Asstt. Governors, the Superintendent and Deputy Superintendent of banks,
and the Auditor. The Governor appointed by the President (for 4 years) on the
recommendations of the MoF represents theBank and administers monetary policy. The
Deputy Governors or Asstt. Governors are appointed by the Monetary Board on the
recommendations of the Governor. While the Superintendent of banks is appointed by
the President on the recommendations of the Board, the Auditor is appointed by the
Finance minister with the consent of the Monetary Board. The Bank's head office is
located in Seoul and consists of 13 departments including Research and Statistics
Department. In addition, the Bank has 15 branches, 11 representative offices in major
cities throughout the country and 8 overseas representative offices each in New York,
Frankfurt, Tokyo, London, Singapore, Paris, Hongkong and Riadh.
Supervisory authority
Commercial banks are supervised and examined by the office of the Bank Supervision
and Examination (OBSE) of the Bank of Korea under the Bank of Korea Act and General
Banking Act of 1950. Specialised banks and development institutions such as Housing
Bank, Exim bank, Co-operatives, are supervised by the Minister of Finance pursuant
to relevant special Bank Acts. NBFIs are supervised under the authority of the Minister
of Finance : life insurance companies by the Insurance Supervisory Board, Securities
Companies by Securities Supervisory Board, postal Savings by the Minister of
Communications and others by the MOF and the OBSE.
Thus, at present OBSE oversees commercial banks and is also the watch dog for
other financial institutions under the Finance Minister's authority. In recent years, the
Ministry of finance has toyed with the idea of establishing a new expanded body under
its direct control to supervise special banks, NBFIs and commercial banks. The Bank
of Korea has resisted this idea with plea that it would curtail its own supervisory activity.
Thus the issue of regulatory supervision has become one of territorality between the
Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Korea.
Major Supervisory Arrangements for Banks
1) Entry Control : The authorisation of the Monetary Board on the recommendations.
of the Superintendent of Banking is required for (1) opening or closure of a bank or
a bank office. ( 2 ) a change in bank's capital or articles of association or the merger of
banks, (3) a change in the domicile of a bank office. The Monetary Board may entrust
these functions to the Superintendent of banks. As at the end of June 1990, there were
11 national banks (of which five were Government-owned, now privatised) with 1609
domestic branches, 53 overseas branches and 67 foreign bank branches.

2) Control & Scope of Banking Business : Banks in Korea may operate based on a
universal banking system. However, non-banking business such as trust business or credit
card business requires prior authorisation of the Monetary Board. What constitutes banking
operation is at the discretion of the Superintendent of banks. Banks are prohibited from

acquiring more than 10 per cent of the equity of other corporations unless they get the
approval from the Superintendent of banks.

3) Capital Adequacy : The initial paid-up capital required for the establishment of a
bank is 100 billion won for nation wide commercial banks and 25 billion won for local
banks and foreign bank branches. Although BIS capital standards are recognised, they
are not adopted by the Korean Government. Instead of Basle standards, the Korean Govt.
favoured gearing ratio method for measuring capital in which net-worth is related to
assets. Net worth is defined as equity capital plus loan loss provision and retirement
allowdnces. Nation-wide commercial Banks are required to maintain a ratio of net worth
to total assets of at least 6 per cent and local banks of a t least 7 per cent. This requirement
is not imposed on foreign bank branches. All banks are required to credit atleast 10 per
cent of net earnings to the capital reserves every year until it reaches a sum equivalent
to 100 per cent of paid up capital. A bank's total guarantees and acceptances should
not exceed 40 times its net-worth.
Liquidity Controls : Banks should avoid mismatching of deposits and loans and should
not acquire non- business real estate and business related estate should be within 75
per cent of their capital net-worth.

Loan Concentration : Banks are not to grant loans to a single person or corporation
in excess of 20 per cent of their net-worth nor issue guarantee or acceptance,of obligation
in excess of 40 per cent thereof. Group lending should have some limited ratio to net
worth.
Control of insider transactions : Banks are prohibited from granting loans to member
of their board of directors or to any other employee, excepting petty loans as determined
by OBSE. A bank should not grant loans to buy or promote purchase of its own stock.
No employee or director may at the same time serve a s an employee or director of another
bank or a profit-making organisation. overseas branches (which are established with
the approval of MOF under Foreign Exchange Regulations Act as well as by the MB)
are supervised by the OBSE but subsidiaries are not included in the scope of bank
supervision. Major supervisory measures include : 1) Issue of directive and orders 2)
On-site examination and sanctions.
There are two types of bank examination viz. periodical examination of operations
and special inspections. Article 3 of Bank of Korea Act 1950, requiresathesupervisor
to examine the business condition of each bank at least once a year without prior notice
The superintendent may demand documents, subpoena witness and receive testimony
from banking institutions. A11 Head officesof the individual banks undergo this regular
examination annually and 10% of their branches are also selected for examination
alongside. Further, special examinations are conducted whenever they are considered
necessary by the Superintendent of banks.
The banking institutions under the supervision of OBSE pay examination fee as
determined by OBSE to the Bank of Korea to defray the cost of examination services.
The Superintendent submits to the Monetary Board reports on the results of the examination

of the business conditions of the banks and take corrective action which may include
dismissal of officers of banks, withdrawal of licence, or suspension of business, etc. Offsite examination involves collection and analysis of balance sheet and profit and loss
reports. OBSE may recommend suitable measures for improvements of profitability and
employs moral suasion sometimes to improve the business conditions of the banks.

OBSE issues guidelines for bank management and evaluates each bank's
management results at the end of the fiscal year and appraises the banks' of the results.
The basic management guidelines are that (i) ratios of loans to deposits should not
exceed 100 per cent, (ii) net worth to total assets should be atleast 6 per cent for
nation-wide banks and atleast 7 per cent for local banks, (iii)business in real estate should
not exceed 75 per cent of net worth of capital, (iv) reserve for bad loans to be above
1per cent of total lending, (v) dividend payments not to exceed 40 per cent of net earnings
after tax and (vi) dperating expenses not to exceed the lowest rates during the last 3'years
and similar ratios for expenses on deposits.

OBSE also issues guidelines on accounting standards, classifications of assets into
normal, precautionary sub-standard and doubtful and estimated losses. Half of doubtful
and estimated losses are considered as bad assets. The Korea Credit Guarantee Fund,
established in 1976, mainly extends credit guarantees to small and medium business firms
at 1 per cent premium charged on the credit guaranteed.

Conclusion
Business financing in Korea has leaned heavily upon banking institutions, with other
financial intermediaries including NBFI and capital market still in their early stages. Thus,
the banks are solely responsible for the mobilisation and distribution of the funds required
for economic development plans. Considering this background, their rules, the Korean
banking system has been characterised by a dual structure - that of ordinary-bank
and specialised banks - both of which are under strong government influence. With the
Minister of Finance sitting a s the Chairman of MB-the Supreme Policy making body of
Bank of Korea the Central Bank is effectively subjugated by the Government.
However, South Korea's incoming President Kim Joung San who assumed office
on February 25, 1993, named an advocate of reforms as his Chief Economic Adviser
who believes in providing greater autonomy to Central Bank and pushing back the heavy
hand of state intervention in the financial sector, a legacy of the 1960s when South Korea
embarked on its Government planned development track.
F'INANCIAI,A N D BANKING SUPERVISION IN JAPAN

The present banking system in Japan, restructured after the second world war, has
several features in common with the US and European'banking system but it also exhibits
some significant differences. In Japan, as in the US, banks are prohibited from conducting
securities business. Japan underwent drastic reforms in all areas after the end of the
World War 11. Shortly after the war, all colonial banks and special wartime financial

institutions were closed. In 1950, all special banks were converted into private banks
without reservation.

Banking System in Japan
Japanese banking is highly segmented. Regulations in Japan have created several
different types of banks each with distinct powers. There is little overlap among these
powers, *afact that would appear to reduce competition in Japanese banking. As at
the end of 1990, there were 154 commercial banks in Japan consisting of four categories
(under one broad category of ordinary banks or commercial banks) viz., city banks,.
regional banks, long term credit banks and Trust banks. City banks are distinguished
from regional banks on the basis of differences in scale and areas of operation. It is
customary to include a specialised foreign exchange bank in the category of city banks.
(1)Ordinary banks :These are the banks conducting commercial banking business under
the Banking Law of 1981with deposits as their major financial sources. Japanese ordinary
banks have been operating with a network of branches from the outset. These are subdivided under the heads of :
a) City banks : These are generally based in large cities and operate on a nation-wide
scale with a network of branch offices widely distributed throughout the country. There
are 13 city banks with total number of domestic offices at 210. These banks account for
58 per cent of total resources of all banks. They have contributed a great deal to the
rapid growth of Japanese economy and are now concentrating on smaller enterprises
a s well.

(i) Specialised Foreign Exchange Banks : Under foreign exchange law, only authorised
banks can conduct foreign exchange business and there are about 250 foreign exchange
banks in Japan including the Bank of Tokyo, a specialised foreign exchange bank, 12 other
city banks, three long-term credit banks, 60 regional banks and the Exim bank of Japan,
etc. A specialised foreign exchange bank (The Bank of Tokyo) is principally engaged'
in foreign exchange transactions, international finance and 'foreign trade financing. It
can issue debentures upto a sum ten times the combined total of its capital and reserves,
as a means of supplementing its sources.of Yen funds. It has a wide network of overseas
branches including subsidiaries.
(b) Regional banks :These are the banks operating principally in local economic areas.

Each of them is based in a prefecture and extends its operations to neighbouring
prefectures; there are 65 regional banks at present. The average size of the regional bank
is about 1/loth of the city bank. Some of them have expanded their operations to big
cities. Their clients are mostly regional enterprises but lending extended to larger
enterprises accounts for one fourth of the total amount. They are important suppliers
of funds at call loan markets.
'

c) Long Term Credit Banks : These are the banks established under LT credit law of
1952, for the purpose of lending long-term funds. At present the banks listed i n this
category are : IDB, the Long Term Credit Bank of Japan and the Nippon Credit Bank.

They are authorised to issue debentures upto 30 times their combined total of capital
and reserves, while they are allowed to accept deposits from anybody else than qualified
clients. They account for 11 per cent of lending by all commercial banks.

d) Trust Banks : They are classified as ordinary banks under the Bank Law. Japan's
seven trust banks are commercial banks which like most other banks take deposits and
then use this money to make loans. But they also act like fund managers investing money
held in trust for individuals or companies on both sides of their business. They are the
only Japanese banks that are allowed to act as property brokers (i.e. estate agents) and
managers of property held in trust. With loans to property, construction, etc. becoming
sticky, they look sick these days.
(2) Foreign banks : There are 75 foreign banks operating in Japan with 110 branch

offices. All foreign banks operating in Japan are also licenced as authorised foreign
exchange banks but they have never accounted for more than4 per cent of lending activities
of commercial banks in Japan.
(3) Other Financial Institutions : These include credit associations, co-operatives and
basically regional financial institutions chiefly for transactions with smaller enterprises.

The Bank of Japan : The Bank of Japan (BoJ) was established in 1882 in response to
the failure of the national banking system to provide a stable and reliable national currency.
It was reorganised in 1942 under the Bank of Japan Law. Other than the 1949 formation
of the policy Board as the formal decision making entity in the BoJ, there have been no
major changes in the structure or responsibilities of the BoJ despite several di~cussions
of possible reforms.
Responsibility of BoJ
Under Article 1 of the BoJ Law, the functions specified for the Bank of
Japan are :

(1) to be the sole issuer of bank notes, (2) to function as a "bank of banks", (3) to function
as a "bank of the Government" and (4) to enforce monetary policy through functions
(1) to (3). What can be glaringly noticed is the absence of explicit supervisory
responsibilities over the banking system. The MoF is responsible for supervision and
regulation of the Japanese financial system and while the BoJ contributes to the process,
the MOF dominates the formulation and administration of financial regulation.

The Structure of the BoJ The BoJ is technically organised as a special corporation
of the Government, with the Government holding 55 per cent of the outstanding BoJ
shares. The remaining 45 per cent of BoJ shares are held by individual investors. While
BoJ shares are not listed, trading does occur in the over-the-counter (OTC) market. The
BoJ is obligated to pay 5 per cent annual rate of return on outstanding shares. It is
true that MoF has general supervisory responsibility over the operations of the BoJ
including budgeting but the BoJ does not require explicit funding from the Government.
The Bo] rather funds its operations from interest received from holding government debt,

discounting of bills purchased from the interbank market, foreign exchange assets and
loans made to banks and financial institutions. A major part of the net profit of the BoJ
is transferred to the Government.

Policy Board
The seven member policy board established in 1949 as a formal policy making entity
within BoJ consists of the Governor of the BoJ, a representative of the MoF, a representative
of the Economic Planning Agency (EPA), and four others representing banking, commerce
and industry and agriculture. The representatives of the MoF and EPA,are non-voting
members.
The Executive Board
The BoJ's policy Board (PB) is viewed as the major policy making entity and
frequently compared to the Board of Governors of Federal Reserve in terms of decision
making responsibilities. However, the major responsibility for formulating monetary
policy resides with an Executive Board and not policy Board as sometimes claimed. The
Executive Board consists of Governor, vice-Governor, and several executive directors
representing various functions within the BoJ. Though the Executive Board is selected
by the Governor, it is subject to approval of the MoF. The Executive Board is the major
decision-making entity, while the policy Board formally adopts the decision of the
Executive Board. The Executive Board is very responsive to the research and administrative
staff of the BoJ and it would be unusual for the EB to adopt positions that differed from
those of the BoJ representatives on the Board. The Governor of BoJ does not exercise
the same degree of dominance as the Chairman of the Federal Board i.e., to say that the
policy stance of the Governor will' not automatically be the policy stance of the BoJ
unlike in USA.
The BoJ Governor is appointed by the cabinet for a term of 5 years and may be
re-appointed. The past five Governors have alternatively been individuals with MoF
or BoJ backgrounds. The remaining 4 voting members of the PB are also appointed by
the cabinet for 4 years' term. The MoF's approval of appointments to the policy Board
is a necessary part of the selection process. The BoJ under the current Law is under
the broad control of the Government. In fact one of the legislated responsibilities of the
MoF is to supervise the BoJ. Looking at the appointment process, duration of tenure
and the fact that it would be unlikely for any person without MoF or BoJ background
or experience to become the Governor of BoJ, it may be argued with some justification
that the BoJ is less independent of Government than either the Bundesbank or the Federal
Reserve.
Prior to 1975 the monetary policy was largely controlled by the MOT. Since
1975, the BoJ has exercised more independence and has recently begun asserting its
views on monetisation of Government debt, liberalisation of interest rates, importance
of new instruments of monetary policy more consistent with the present financial
environment and with the need for the BoJ to continue placing primary emphasis on

price stability. If the substance of independence of a central bank is one of achieving
price stability and acting as successful lender of the last resort, then the BoJ has been
a successful Central bank whose legislated independence is not on comparable terms
with either the Federal Reserve or the Bundesbank.
Government Control

The Ministry of Finance combines the functions of bank supervision, fi~~ancial
and
insurance regulation in Japan. The financial regulation is administered by the Banking
Bureau, Securities Bureau and International Finance Bureau of the MoF. Through these
bureaus, the MoF sets interest rate ceilings on deposits (except postal deposits), examines
financial institutions, supervises the deposit insurance system, defines permissible and
non-permissible portfolio activities of financial institutions and markets with regard to
both domestic and international financial transactions, licences and supervises banks and
non-bank depository institutions, licences securities firms, supervises other than lending
banks and financial institutions and develops overall financial policy. The MoF's influence
over the domestic and international financial system is thus all pervasive. The basis of
the supervisory administration of banks by the Government is the Banking Law provisions
.which are applied Mutatis Mutandi to the Long-Term Credit Bank Law and Foreign
Exchange Bank Law. The Banking Law (of 1927) and the Term Credit Law (1952) were
amended and promulgated in June 1981 and enforced in April 1982, giving legal status
t o supervision and regulation of banks which used to be conducted through
"Administrative guidance". The extent of MoF's power is reflected by Article 26 of the
Banking Law "when the Minister of Finance deems it necessary in the light of a bank's
business situation or financial position, he may direct that it be enjoined from conducting
business in whole or in part, transfer its property to the competent authorities, or take
any other necessary measures". The same power is granted to the MoF for almost every
other sector of the financial system.
Under the law, the Minister of Finance may ask banks to submit reports on their
business and accounts and can inspect them whenever deemed necessary. On-site
examination of banks is conducted by the MoF atleast once in 18 months and the MoF
on alternative tinies requests BoJ to conduct inspection on its behalf..~heMoF may ask
a bank to change its directors and auditors, suspend business operations, consign its
property to a depository or issue any other necessary order, should a bank commit illegal
act or if the Minister considers that a deterioration in its financial condition necessitates
such measures in order to protect depositors.
The principal matters subject to the Government Supervisory ~ o n t r o lunder
'
the
banking Law are as under :

Licensing Only those who are licensed by the MoF (Article 4) may engage in banking.
Prior authorisation by the MoF is required for establishment of a bank or branch either
by domestic or foreign applicant. While there are no restrictions on the establishment
of a mechanised business offices by domestic banks, limits exist with regard to number
of offices a bank can open in Japan. Each bank is allowed to open a general office, 4

small scale offices (15 employees or less) and six mechanised offices (four employees
or less) during the first two fiscal years. Geographical crowding of banks is not allowed
in Japan (minimum distance of 300 meters excepting mechanised offices). To establish
a branch office infapan, a foreign bank is required to obtain a licence from MoF. Reciprocity
considerations are guiding principles in granting a licence to a foreign bank. All licensed
branches of foreign banks are allowed to engage in foreign exchange business.
Capital Minimum initial' capital limits of Y= 1 billion ($ 7.2 million) for city banks,
regional banks and trust banks and branches of foreign banks and Y= 10 billion ($72
million) for long-term credit banks and the specialised foreign exchange banks, are
prescribed and the MoF can, b y notification, change the capital rules. Japan is a party
to the Basle Accord on capital. standards, though traditionally Japanese banks operated
with low capital. As at the end of 1990, the capital assets ratio for Japanese commercial
banks stood.at 3.18 per cent and for large commercial banks, this ratio was 2.93 per cent;
While these ratios are set by law, the decision to alter the ratio within the limit is
under the jurisdiction ofthe Policy Board of the BoJ subject to approval by the Minister
.of Finance..
Loan Concentration Certain restrictions on large loans by banks with the exception of
loans to public entities were for the first time imposed by the MoF in 1957. These
restrictions stipulate that the total of lending to one single debtor should not exceed 20
per cent of the owned capital in the case of a n ordinary/commercial bank, 30 per cent
for long-term credit banks and trust banks, and 48 per cent for specialised foreign exchange
banks. As for Sogo (Mutual fund) banks, the maximum of lending to one person has
been set at 20 per cent of the owned capital or Y= 1500 million whichever is smaller.

'

Reserve Requirements The reserve requirements system was introduced in Japan in
1957by the law covering reserve requirements system. System is being used as a n effective
supplementary monetary policy tool from 1973 onwards. Interest free reserves to be
maintained with the BoJ are at maximum rate of 2.5 per cent for demand deposits and
1.75 per cent for time deposits which apply to amounts in excess of Y= 2.5 trillion ($
17.8 billion). Separate reserve ratios are applied to non-resident Yen accounts on
outstanding balance basis. The RR is also applicable to some financial institutions like
insurance companies. One noticeable stance of the RR System in Japan is that there is
no legal stipulation concerning the ratio of liquid assets to deposits, though the possible
avenues for parking these funds include Government Treasury bills and Government
dated securities.
Regulation of Bank's Ancillary and Peripheral Business
The sphere of bank's business isstipulated in Article 10 of the New Banking Law.
Clause one defines the primary business lines of banks, while clause two ehumerates
their incidental business lines by examples and adds that banks may engage in other
business lines incidental to banking business. Article 11has provisions concerning banks'
securities business s ~ as~ dealing
h
and brokerage of national bonds and other public
bonds. Although banks may not engage in another line of business than mentioned above,

banks are able to conauct bank's peripheral business through companies related to banks
because banks have been largely prohibited from underwriting and dealing in corporate
securities. Insurance is not undertaken either by banks or their subsidiaries but by
insurance companies,
Banks in Japan hold important equity interests in non-financial firms which is of
course restricted to 5 per cent (or 10 per cent in the case of credit associated), but the
trade names of the companies should not be associated with banks/ancillary. Nor should
financial institutions send their officers to the related companies (to act as directors).
In Japan, banks routinely despatch their personnel to troubled client firms. Many Japanese
firms are organised into networks of firms known as "Keiretsu", Banks are important
participants in "Keiretsu", but they don't control activities of the group. The Japanese
practice of cross-shareholding between banking and non-financial firms appears to make
the "Keiretsu" model one of collective decision making. This implies that the "Keiretsu"
structure enhances the stability of Japanese economy by reducing costs of financial distress
(read sickness of industries). The firms that are not members of the "Keiretsu" structure
are most likely to cutback investment when they experience low cash flow than firms
that are members. Whether coalitions mean continuing to invest in sick firms eventhough
it may be socially optimal to raise their resources elsewhere is also a matter much debated.
Thus, Japan had favoured a particularly intimate form of "relationship banking". Many
big corporate clients were clustered around a "main bank" which in turn owned shares
in the companies and watched their performance closely. Japanese banking is thus styled
as "main bank" policy as against "universal banking" of Germany. Japanese legal structure
creates barriers to the rise of formal reorganisation procedures and encourages the use
of informal mechanism; formal bankruptcy rules are punitive. Penalties range from
revocation of individual (directors), professional licences, prohibition from holding another
seat in public company to assignment of personal responsibility for certain debts. Therefore,
bankruptcy proceedings in Japan are regarded as providing public opportunities for the
humiliation of the guilty of bankruptcy crimes.
There also are some prescriptions with regard to : CD ratio (below 80 per cent),
current assets-deposits ratio at 30 per cent or more. The MoF prescribed certain standard
for payment of dividends by banks which normally should not exceed 10 per cent where
the payout ratio exceeds 40 per cent.
Rules for Bank Accounting Introduced in 1967, these rules stipulate that the banks must
abide by three accounting principles viz. "fairness", "cleanliness" and "continuity" in
the same way, business firms in general do. Bad debts are defined as loans to bankrupt
companies or to companies/individuals which have not paid interest for six months but
excludes loans on which interest concessions have been granted. Tax deductions on interest
received in respect of loans granted at concessional rates are allowed. There is also
mandatory loan loss-requirement equivalent to 0.3 per cent of total loans, contributions
to which are deductible from taxable income. All these measures are to beef u p capital
structure. Though the "law" replaced "administrative guidance", the MoF sets and
ensures maintenance of the regulatory parameters by a Frocess referred to a s administrative

guidance which enhances its power of influence far beyond that suggested by the formal
legal parameters. Non-compliance with rules by market participants is unlikely because
they can't shop for a more favourable set of regulations and they fully recognise that
they will require MoF permission and support for continued operation of their business.

.

The role of BoJ As a general principle, it is the MoF that defines the major regulatory
parameters of Japanesebanking and finance and enforcesthem by administrative guidance;
in particular the liberalisation of the financial system during the past decade has been
an administratively directed process. The MoF, however, does not have complete
regulatory control.
The Bank of Japan is consulted and it frequently offers meaningful input on almost
all major regulatory decisions. The BoJ on request from MoF conduct on-site examination
of commercial banks besides keeping off-sight vigil on banks through reports/contacts.
The Bank of Japan initiated its on-site supervision of overseas branches in 1978. As for
the leading banks or main banks, simultaneous examination of the Head Office and its
overseas branches was introduced in 1990. The Bank of Japan is attaching much importance
on risk-management in its examination and compiled a checklist for measuring risk
management. A copy of the checklist is distributed to banks in advance. The BoJ initiated
the examination of domestic subsidiaries of banks only in 1986. Banks are now advised
to have separate supervisory and internal audit section with a view to strengthening
the internal control systems. The BoJ plays a formal role in setting deposit rates ceilings
for private financial institutions. While the MoF initiates the change in ceilings, the
BoJ Policy Board is formally part of the process. The BoJ has primary jurisdiction over
the interbank market and has some flexibility to conduct open market operations in
government securities. Further, the window guidance, or loan expansionlimits for private
financial institutions, is largely under the control of the BoJ. The BoJ provides its client
financial institutions with guidance upon their fund operations and other matters. During
the period of credit retrenchment, the BoJ indicates what it considers an adequate level
of lending to each of those financial institutions such as City Banks that play a n important
role in money market. This method of controlling lending by financial institutions is
called window guidance which is not an institutional means of enforcing policy but merely
represents a sort of moral suasion. It has been employed more as a general instrument
of monetary control than an effort to influence the allocation of credit. The BoJ policy
has been expansionary since 1980s and still the window guidance was often applied till
it was abolished in July 1981.
The postal savings are controlled by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications.
The BoJ is arguing for alignment of interest rate on these postal savings with that on
bank deposits.
Government debt was traditionally placed in the market via an underwriting
syndicate structure by which debt was sold to syndicate members - banks and security
firms - above market prices. The BoJ was required to purchase that portion of the debt
unsubscribed by the Syndicate. The MoF experienced pressure from both the BoJ and
the market to price the debt at market prices. This necessitated the expansion of the

secondary market by introducing short-term instruments to reduce the spread between
the new issues and secondary market yield. The BoJ has been in continuing conflict with
the MoF over interest liberalisation. The BoJ in 1971added bill component to the interbank
market and on occasions sold government debt to absorb excess reserves as part of an
overall goal to develop open market operations as a policy instrument. By its deeds,
the BoJ has thus made the Government accept the need to create a short-term securities
market. The MoF in 1986 issued a 6-month treasury bill (TB). The MoF more often than
not has gone along with the BoJs' views.
The Boys role has been more effective and independent than one would expect by
focussing only on the formal laws and rules that define the relationship between the BoJ
and the Government.
Deposit Insurance System The deposit insurance system was introduced in July1971
to give direct protection to depositors. A deposit insurance corporation with Vice-Governor
of the Bank of Japan as MD conducts the business of deposit insurance for which the
capital is subscribed by the Government, the Bank of Japan and Private Financial
Institutions. The limit of insurance payment is Y= 10 million per depositor and the annual
premium rate is 0.012 per cent on deposits. Insurance of deposits is mandatory.
In sum, the MoF is responsible for financial regulation and at the same time plays
a. major role in the budgetary process. While conflicts exist among different bureaus of
the MoF, the fact that they are part of one entity ensures a more uniform and less conflictprone financial regulation than perhaps in the USA where multiple regulators exist.
Specifically the interaction between the fiscal programme and financial regulation has
been extensive which only serves the imperative need for the so called interplay of fiscal
and monetary policies in perfect harmony - so much a necessity for overall economic
development.

SECTION IV
SUMM4RY AND CONCLUSIONS

During 1970s and 1 9 8 0 ~
the
~ following developments took place in banking sector
and financial markets :
1) Financial markets became far more volatile. Banks responded with products
designed to control risk mainly in the form of derivatives.
2 ) Technological leaps in the form of powerful computers gave banks new ways to
analyse information about their markets and customers and develop new financial
products and process huge volume of payments.
3) Deregulation led to intense competition between banks and non-bank financial
institutions.
Large scale bank failures forced the national governments to bail out the banks for
4)
safeguarding the financial system.

These changes have questioned the credibility and the adequacy of supervisory
systems for'achieving Central bank policy objectives effectively and efficiently. Thus,
there seems to be a renewed interest in many countries in examining fundamental changes
in central banking legislation with the general aim of allowing greater autonomy/
independence for central banks particularly in the conduct of monetary policy. Such
changes naturally raised fundamental questions about the appropriate relationship
between central banks and Governments, between monetary policy function and other
common functions, in particular, supervisory function. These issues are examined with
reference to arrangements in a limited sample of countries, viz., West Germany, Japan,
Malaysia, South Korea and New Zealand, either because of the recent changes in their
Central banking legislation or because of their perceived relevance to our own banking
system from one angle or the other; the analysis and the conclusions reached thereof
are also based on the survey -a quick one indeed - of a few more countries notably
USA, UK, France, Philippines and Argentina.
In considering various issues, one could not afford not to notice the way central
banks evolved from commercial banker-currency issuer- banker to the Goverment to
Bankers' bank and its profound effect on the (legislative) structure of Central banks and
their functioning.
Although the theoretical grounds for central bank independence are now on a
rather firmer footing than previously, it is not possible to draw strong conclusions about
the desirability of Central bank independence in practice. The willingness of Government
to permit the Central bank to concentrate on those activities for which it is best designed
is the substance of Central bank independence. Notwithstanding these observations,
the institutional framework, including legislated framework is likely to be an important
determinant of the contribution that formal central bank independence makes in practice
and indeed the sustainability of such formal independence. While the West Germany's
Bundesbank is a standard example to quote in this respect, the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand has embarked on independence vehicle backed by the recent legislation to that
effect. Central Banks both in Japan and South Korea are legislatively less independent
than their counterparts in West Germany and New Zealand. While the Bank of Japan
is atleast independent in formal sense, the Bank of Korea is completely subjugated by
the Ministry of Finance. In Malaysia, the Central bank is being gradually permitted
to have its say independently in matters of finance and regulation.
Besides legislative independence, what enhances the independence of Central banks
is its budgetary independence, freedom to buy Government securities on its own volition,
tenure of the CEOs and the quality of Central bank's advice and service and finally, the
personality of the Governor/President himself.
It is not uncommon to blame high idlation rates a s an indicator of lack of sufficient
independence given to the Central banks but inflation is no good a judge of Central bank's
independence. The US with fully independent Federal bank is not a particularly happy
exemplar, its inflation record over the past decade has been significantly inferior to Japan's
and only marginally superior to that of France, neither of which has more than nominally

independent Central banks. The German case is, however, regularly quoted in support
ofthe proposalfor independence, but in a way which makes allowance for all other factors
which have helped that country to fight inflation S~ccessfully. Low inflation hasnot
been or even mainly the work of the Bundesbank. Germans are aware of the dangers
and costs inflation from two bitter experiences. The same attitudes which have
made them willing to hand over responsibility to the Bundesbank would have e ~ ~ s u r e d
relatively low inflation if their system had been similar to the UK's or USA's.
Nowithstanding these comparisons, the importance of a Central bank having an adequate
legal status and prestige within the system can't be ignored. Frequent discussions between
the Treasury and the Central bank help more than the "ordering attitude" of the Treasury.
Further, the way the chief Executive or the Governor is appointed, placed on call or report
basis at the Government, and whether the possible conflict is sought to be resolved by
direction, directive or consultation also matters much in the context of debating on Central
bank independence. On important question of who should supervise and regulate, it
has been noticed that practices differ across countries and have also differed over time.
The strong consensus, however is that the Central bank should play a key role in
supervision and regulation or at a minimum, the Central bank should have responsibility
for the regulation and supervision that is key to implementation of monetary policy.
There is no denying the fact either, that bank supervision and regulation should aim at
establishing preventive measures - good accounting standards, capital requirements,DOSRI
credit limits - which are in fact more important than corrective supervision that is
examination. All in all, Central banks are greatly concerned with the safety and soundness
and stability of the financial system. It was also observed that with the deepening of
economic reform, Central bank's role in financial regulation and supervision is expanded
rather than curtailed for there has to be someone to iron out the imperfections of the
existing financial framework which is a must for maintaining stable financial order and
that someone has to be intimately concerned with the developments in financial markets.
This is where a Central bank is eminently suited for the task. This however, is not to
say that supervisory function can't be separated from the Central bank if only for efficiency
reasons. Even if there are separate supervisory agencies, the Central bank should have
strong presence in the supervisory system. In the end, the issue of Central bank
independence also raises the issue of accountability of Central bank. In a democratic
society, independence can't mean unaccountabilit$ One way of ensuring that the Central
bank is accountable is to try some sort of monetary targeting, combining it with annual
ceilings on domestic credit and then hold the Governor or CEO responsible for variations
beyond reasonable limits. What is generally agreed upon is that a way to make the
Central bank accountable is to require that its policies) and their .implementation be
explained extensively to public. In a democracy excessive obsession with secrecy is
a proven peril-be it in politics or banking.
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